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Abstract

ABSTRACT

The work presented in this graduation project report concerns the minimization of short channel effects
in buried channel pMOSFET's. Starting off with an introduction about MOS transistors and their threshold
voltage, an examination of differences between surface and buried channel MOST's follows. Buried channel
devices, characterized by ion implanted channel of type opposite to the substrate, show higher short channel
effects(SCE) and current drive capability, but are not subject to gate depletion effects due to insufficient gate
doping. SCE, threshold voltage roll off with decreasing length and source to channel barrier lowering induced
by the drain voltage, leading to increased subthreshold current, are discussed. Their inherent two-dimensional
behaviour makes analytical modelling too complicated for direct use in minimization of SCE. Two analytical
approaches are briefly treated, though, as they provide insight into simulator output. First depletion charge
sharing between drain and channel depletion areas is discussed and secondly the voltage doping
transformation, in which the influence of the drain voltage is translated into a change of channel doping.
Dependency of SCE on certain design parameters and the form of electrical device characteristics can be
understood, using these approaches. Causes of reduced SCE resistance of BC pMOST's are addressed and
particularly found to be caused by the fact that the transverse potential minimum in the channel is away from
the surface, leading to higher susceptibility to drain-induced-barrier-Iowering.

The actual minimization of SCE starts with determining what device parameters influence them and
assessing the consequences of changing these parameters on other device quantities, especially current drive.
These parameters are found to be junction depth, substrate doping, source/drain configuration, threshold
voltage and supply voltage. The parameters are optimized technologically or by using extensive simulations,
to reach a device design with minimum SCE, taking influences on other transistor features in account. For
a O.35Lm minimum gate length process this minimization was successful, SCE were effectively suppressed
without losing current drive. In a O.25Lm minimum gate length process, suppression of SCE appeared only
possible, by allowing high long channel VI and relatively large VI roll off.

Simulations of SCE in devices with very shallow junctions, the depths of which require introduction of new
technologies, were performed and found to reduce SCE considerably. Effects of lateral non-uniform channel
doping due to oxidation enhanced diffusion, resulting in threshold roll up, were examined. The fact that other
process steps induce lateral non-uniformities at gate edges as well, obstructs quantitative conclusions, but
SCE in buried channels are reduced. Finally, simulations are presented to investigate gate depletion effects,
rmding active gate doping level and depletion effect on device behaviour. Gate activation in the .25Lm
process was found to be too low. Device performance appeared only to be affected by deterioration of
saturation transconductance.
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Preface

PREFACE

One of the most important parts of my education at the Technical University Eindhoven, Department of
Electotechnical Engineering, is the graduation project. This is the fmal task, taking at least six months, that
trains the student in engineering work. The project usually concerns participating in research at the university
or an external research centre.

I am especially interested in electronics and integrated circuits, of which technology and small feature size
fascinate me. This brought me in contact with members of scientific staff of the electronic components group
and with Professor Klaassen. He gave me the opportunity to do my graduation project at Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven.

Consequently my coaches are with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, the NatLab. Andre Montree,
who works on CMOS technology, provided me with my assignment, Maarten van Dort helped me with the
simulations. I would like to thank Professor Klaassen for giving me the chance to do my graduation work
at the NatLab and Andre and Maarten for their support and guidance and all members of group van
Ommen for answering my questions. I have learned a lot, not only about technology, simulating and
MOSFET's but also about the way things are done in a research laboratory with a good international
reputation.

The report of the literature research preceding this project has been included in appendix 1. As this is a
separate part of my study with separate grading this report was written in dutch. Relevant results of this
literature research and continued monitoring of efforts by others in this field throughout the period of my
project were integrated into this report.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

This first chapter is an introduction aimed at providing sufficient information for non-experts to read this report
and at defining terms frequently used in this document. Extensive information on MOST modelling and operation
can be found in [1]. The first section deals with general information on MaS-transistors and their manufacturing.
It is followed by a section describing the difference between surface and buried channel MOSFET's.

Section 1.1: The MOS Transistor

In figure I a Cffi'>s-section of a p-channel Metal-Oxide-Scmiconductor ( pMOST) is given.

Bulk

Figure 1: PMOST cross-s..dlon

A modem MaS-transistor mainly consists of four terminnis. the source, drain, gate and bulk, a gate oxide
sandwiched between gate and bulk, and two oxide spacers. In the case of a p-channel MOST the source and
drain are heavily doped p-regions and the bulk is n-type. Soun:.'C and drain are optionally extended by Lightly
Doped Drain (WD) p-regions. Oxide spacers control subdiffusion of source and drain under the gate and prevent
shorts between the silicide top contacts. These silicide contncls m-e represented shaded, the dotted area is the
polysilicon part of the gate,

When no voltage is applied to the gate terminal the path between source and drain is formed by two pn-diodes
connected in series in opposite direction, which means that regardless of drain to source voltage, only leakage
drain current will flow because one of these two diodes will be biased in reverse mode. This might not hold for
short channel length, as bipolar transistor behaviour of the source-bulk-drain PNP could cause drain current. If
a large enough negative voltage is applied to the gate the n-substrate is inverted into p-type and a conductive
channel layer is formed right underneath the Si02/Si surface through which drain current can flow. The gate
voltage large enough to create a conductive layer is called the threshold voltage and this voltage is one of the
most important parameters describing a particular MOST.
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Section 1.1: The MOS Transistor

This threshold voltage is described by the following fonnula, which is obtained by solving Poisson's equation
for the one-dimensional MOS capacitor, gate-gate oxide-substrate, taking the appropriate boundary conditions
into account.

(1)

E

Q
Vt=f)_-~ +2fJ,+XV2fJ,+ V,.

C.
Different parts of the equation are made clear with the help or figure 2, which shows the energy band diagrams.

These diagrams show electron energy, E, versus distance in the capacitor. As the electron energy level is
inversely proportional to electron potential, cI>, the y-
direction can also be interpreted as electron potential
increasing downward. Figure 2a shows the starting
situation before joining the three materials in a thoughts
experiment. The gate, p-type polysilicon here, is
positioned on the left, the n-type substrate on the right
and the gate oxide is placed in between. Constants Erg
and E lb are gate and bulk: fermi energy levels, cI>r denotes
the difference between mid gap energy level and Ell>'
The parameter cI>r depends on substrate doping
concentration Nd in the following manner.

fJ =- kTIn( Nd ) (2)
, q n,

In the formula k is Boltzmann's constant, T is absolute
temperature, q is the magnitude of electronic charge and
11; is intrinsic carrier concentration. Note cI>r is negative
for an n-type bulk:.

In Figure 2b the energy bands are shown with zero
gate to bulk: voltage after joining the materials. The
energy bands will bend due to the inherent flat band
voltage Vll>=cI>ms-Qox/Cox ' The first term denotes the
difference in gate and substrate work function. the
second term the influence of oxide and interface charge.
Indicated in figure 2a is cI>m.=cI>m-cI>., defining a modified
work function, namely the oxide conduction band energy
minus the fermi energy. The oxide charge Qox' is the
equivalent interface charge incorporating all oxide and
interface charges, represented by + signs at the surface
in the figures as Qox usually has a positive value. The
band bending occurs when in equilibrium condition the
fermi levels in the capacitor align as the materials are
brought together in our fictitious experiment.

When a negative Vgb is applied band bending will
increase. The value of Vgb that inverts the n-substrate
right underneath the oxide-bulk: surface to a p-region
with a hole concentration equal to the bulk: electron
concentration in the starting situation is called the
threshold voltage. This is represented by the 2cI>r term
and indicated in figure 2c.

E

E

Figure 2a: Starting situation

Figure 2b: Vgb=OV

Figure 2c: Vgb = Vt

l'igure 2: MOS capacitor energy band
diagrams
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Section 1.1: The MOS Transistor

The voltage drop across the depletion region under the inversion layer causes the final tenn in equation (1). It
also gives the dependency of V. on bulk to source voltage Vb•.

A description of the manufacturing process of a MOST is necessary because various process steps will be
referred to in this report. The flow charts of this manufacturing process, that differs for various device types and
parameters, are used for input into the process simulator. Insight into manufacturability of certain features of
MOSFET's is essential in optimization.

Initially there is epitaxial grown p-type doped Silicon with a Phosphorus concentration of about leISon·3
•

Thick locos oxide is grown selectively to isolate the areas in which transistors will be made. Growing the
sacrificial oxide is followed by four implants. The first implant is the high-energy well-implant which fonns the
retrograde well (Confer for instance G.J.Hu et al.[2], who propose a retrograde well for aIm CMOS process).
This implant provides a low sheet resistance, while maintaining fairly low surface doping. Circuit density is
facilitated by the shallowness of the well and the low sheet resistance should enhance latch-up immunity. The
second implant is the channel stopper which suppresses inversion layers underneath the locos isolation between
transistors. They are followed by anti punch-through(APT) and V, implants which will be discussed later in this
report. A high temperature anneal will follow to activate the implanted impurities.

Next the gate oxide is thermally grown, thickness of 7-lOnm, and the polysilicon gate is deposited, after which
etching of the gate stack is performed. A sidewall reoxidation restores gate quality, that has deteriorated during
gate etch, and forms a small bird's beak at the gate edges which inhibits strong tunnel currents. The sidewall
also acts as a spacer for the LDD-implantation, which is done in more than one step, under a certain angle to
prevent shadowing effects. After deposition of oxide and anisotropic etching to form the spacers, the drain and
source are implanted. This implant can be used to dope the gate as well but a separate gate implant can be
performed, this depends on gate doping type, which will be diSCU'ised in the following section. Both LDD and
source/drain implant are followed by an anneal. As mentioned earlier the LDD is optional. A refractory metal
is deposited and a high temperature is applied which reforms the top layer of gate polysilicon and source/drain
Silicon into silicide, most commonly used is TiSiz.
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Section 1.2: Buried Channel versus Surface Channel

Section 1.2: Buried Channel versus Surface Channel

<><;>

-
-------Elb

Stmting SiLnalion

Figure ~.: Energy band diagrams for p-poly gate

E

The work function difference between gate and substrate, mentioned in the previous section is especially
important when considering different gate materials. In figure 3 the difference between MOS structures with p
poly and n-poly gate is made clear. In these two cases the eJ>ms influence on threshold voltage is visualised in
the energy band diagram. The top figure shows the situation with p-poly gate, indicating that eJ>ms is half the
Silicon band gap added to -eJ>1'
Taking Eg=1.11V and
-eJ>r=300mV, corresponding to
equation (2) with Nd=le15cm-3

,

leads to eJ>m.=+0.85V. The
resulting V, is about -0.1V. In
the opposite case, n-poly gate,
V, is roughly -lAV. The
resulting threshold voltages
correspond to the initial band
bending direction due to the
work function difference shown
in the figures.

._.-.-------Elb

'f!t,=ov

<;><>

-

Efg -----
-------Elb

<;><>

StartingSiluaLion

Figure 3b: Energy band diagrams for n-poly gale

Efg -----_.

E

Starting situation

Figure 4: Energy band diagrams for buried channel
MOST

E

Both threshold voltages are
unacceptable for a 0.35 m gate
length PMOST, as the target
value is -o.6V. The p-poly gate
device exhibits a too large
current in the off-state while
the n-poly gate device is not
able to provide enough current
in saturation at a low supply
voltage, -3.3V, that is necessary
for reliability reasons. Hence VI
compensation is needed and this
is accomplished by adding shallow impurities, which ideally act as surface charge, Qo. in (1). The impurities are
normally implanted as shallow as possible underneath the gate oxide. Threshold voltage for the p-poly gate
device is too low, -0.1V, therefore positive charge should bc added. This is done by implanting additional donors,
whose charge after ionisation is positive. In the n-poly gatc dcvice negative charge must be added, which is done

by implanting acceptors, whose
ionic charge is negative. In the
latter case an interesting impurity
profile arises perpendicular to
the gate oxide, the channel
profile. The compensating
acceptors cause a pn-junction
and potential and energy
characteristics different from a
conventional device. The
resulting energy band diagrams
are shown in figure 4.
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Section 1.2:Buried Channel versus Surface Channel

In n-poly gate devices with p-type V,-compensation the potential minimum is away from the surface, when gate
voltage is beneath the threshold voltage. Compare figure 4 where the energy maximum is away from the surface.
Under these conditions the p-type top layer is fully depleted and the drain current consists mainly of diffusion
current. TIle built-in voltage from source to channel and the normal bias conditions for source and drain provide
a potential barrier for holes when crossing the channel from source to drain. Because this barrier is lowest at
the minimum of the channel potential, holes will particularly flow away from the surface. Because of this,
devices with VI-compensation using a doping type opposite to the substrate doping are called buried channel(BC)
devices opposed to devices with threshold voltage compensation of the same doping type as the substrate doping,
which are called surface channel(Sq devices. The difference in channel potential profile is more specifically
illustrated in figure 5.

0.500.450.40
Depth in 11m

0.350.30

-- I

~ ·I
1 1\ .... .----,.----- ;.- ---- -----------,.

• .' ./
I

,
• :'\t" /:•
I~
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I
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Figure S: Channel potential for buried and surface channel
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The potential has been plotted as a
function of distance from the Si02-Si
surface for both types of devices. The
vertical, broken lines represent the
position of the gate oxide, two lines on
the left, and the depth of the pn
junction in the channel region of the
buried channel device. The term used
throughout this report for this junction
will be channel junction, Xj' This is to
avoid confusion between the channel
pn-junction and the source/drain pn
junction, of which the depth will be
referred to as Dj •

Two important points can be deduced
from figure 5. The first one is the
property mentioned above that the
potential minimwn is positioned away
from the surface in a buried channel
MOST and at the surface in a surface
channel MOST. The second point concerns the form of the potential when the gate voltage is raised above
threshold. Surface potentials will drop in both devices, but while BC flat band has not yet been established at
Vgb=OV, SC flat band has already been achieved aL some positive value of Vgb' The slope of the potential proffie
will be much larger in the surface channel case. Ibis implies that the surface normal electric field in the SC
device is higher and as charge carrier mobility, , is inversely affected by a higher normal electric field, the
mObility is lower. The charge carriers are attracted more to the surface and retarded by the continuous impacts
with this surface. The inherent surface roughness mObility ha" been found to be inversely proportional to the
square of the effective normal electric field.

This difference in gate poly obviously influences the ele<..irical characteristics of the device. The mobility
difference causes the current drive, the saturation current at VK.=V&=Vdd=Supply Voltage, to be 15-20% lower
in SC than in BC devices, if other parameters, especially V" arc the same. Because of the deeper channel
position BC MOSFET's are more prone to SCE, which will be treated extensively in the next chapter. Hu et a1.
[3] have discussed these differences and included the influence on the K-factor, see equation (1). Up to a certain
substrate doping level devices with n-poly gates show a larger K-value, but for higher substrate doping p-poly
gated devices seem to exhibit a larger dependency of VI on substrate voltage. Both devices show an increasing
K with substrate doping as expected from standard MOST theory. The substrate voltage also has an effect on
the potential minimum of the BC device, which causes K to be bigger in BC's for low substrate doping. At
higher substrate doping, at equal V" the counter doping effect. leading to lower net substrate doping, in the BC

.device resulting from the higher, V,-implant compensates this effect.
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Section l.2:Buried Channel versus Surface Channel

Woerlee et al. [4] discussed these influences as well, but they include hot carrier effects. In PMOSFET'S it
is believed that hot electrons are generated by im pact ionisation near the drain and injected into the oxide. A
fraction of these hot electrons are trapped in the oxide causing a threshold voltage shift and an effective channel
length decrease. The effective channel length is usually defined to be poly gate length minus drain and source
subdiffusion. Electrons in the oxide attract holes to the surface, effectively lengthening the subdiffusion. In deep
sub-micron devices hot holes induce interface states, limiting lifetime for 0.25 m PMOST [5]. Data from [4]
show that BC MOSFET's are less resistant to hot carrier effects than surface channels; the maximum drain
voltage for 30 years of lifetime is about 0.7V lower. Their simulations show three reasons for this. First the
lateral field increases strongly with increasing APT-implant doping. Secondly, increasing APT-implant dose also
shifts the position of maximum avalanche generation rate towards the surface, which enhances the possibility
of generated charge carriers reaching the surface. Finally, in the drain region the normal electric field and the
oxide field between heavily doped drain and n-poly are larger than corresponding behaviour in SC's, causing
more electrons to be injected into the oxide. These three reasons combined lead to the smaller resistance of BC
PMOSFET'S with respect to hot carrier effects.

Hot carrier effects research on nMOSFEf's by Woerlee et al. [6] shows that these devices are considerably
less resistant to hot carrier effects compared to PMOSFET'S. Maximum drain voltage for ten years of life time
appears to be 0.7V to 0.8V lower than the similar quantity for 30 years of lifetime for BC PMOST'S mentioned
above. This big advantage in lifetime seems to offset any problem arising from pMOS devices manufactured with
no gate to drain overlap. Because of enhanced electron trapping in the deposited spacer oxide, lifetime is
expected to be lower in this case [7]. Larger effective channel length, which might lead to this absence of
overlap, in BC PMOS could be a consideration in suppressing the more severe short channel effects. Taking into
account however that PMOS is used in CMOS only, hot carrier effects are no constraint to PMOS.

The impurities commonly used to dope poly gates are Phosphorus for n-poly, and Boron for p-poly gates.
While Si02 is an effective diffusion barrier for P, it i<; not for B, leading to B diffusing through the gate oxide
into the channel area, disturbing the VI compensation in devices with p-type gate. As this effect does not
reproduce from device to device it is an unwanted one. A comprehensive study on this Boron penetration
problem was presented by Sung et aI.[8]. They especially examined Fluorine incorporated gates, introduced by
Boron difluorine, BF2, implantation instead of B, as the presence of Fluorine enhances the Boron penetration
strongly. BF2 is used to make shallower source/drain implants and the same implant dopes the gate, automatically
introducing Fluorine.

In [8] severe shifts in threshold voltage are reported when both Boron and Fluorine are present in the gate, but
only a small shift when solely Boron is implanted. 'lhe Boron that diffuses through the oxide forms a shallow
B- charge layer which causes a positive shift in the flat band voltage, refer to equation (1). Especially when gate
oxide is thin, this effect is large. If after doping with BF2 the gate is counterdoped into n-type with Phosphorus,
no flat band voltage shift is found. Phosphorus was found to retard Fluorine diffusion in polysilicon [9] and the
lower Fluorine concentration around the gate oxide area did not enhance the Boron diffusion[8]. Incorporating
Phosphorus with p-poly doping by co-implantation or diffusion is one of the ways to suppress Boron penetration.

Fluorine diffuses mainly through poly grain boundaries[9], thus using amorphous Silicon instead of polysilicon,
resulting in a higher average grain size, would bring the amount of grain boundaries down and slow Fluorine
diffusion down. Tseng et a1. [10], however, propose a stacked-amorphous-Silicon layer with smaller average
grain size to reduce Boron penetration. They believe this is accomplished by the longer way the Fluorine and
Boron have to diffuse and the increased segregation into the grains. Oikawa et al.[l1] use BCI implantation to
dope the gate and the chlorine is shown not to enhance Boron diffusion. A 0.25 m, 4.5nm gate oxide, pMOST
has been presented in this paper. Much has been published recently about nitrided gate dielectrics, which does
form an effective diffusion barrier against Boron penetration, confer e.g. Pomp et a1.[12]. Current drive capability
is not affected, hot carrier effects are improved particularly in nMOS.
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Section 1.2: Buried Channel versus Surface Channel

A problem that remains is the higher built-in oxide charge. ll1is certainly is no complete summary of recent
literature concerning Boron penetration blocking, but it shows that a great effort is made to improve technology
to this respect. It is obvious that a low thennal budget, low anneal temperatures and short anneal times, will limit
the above Boron diffusion as well, but another problem with surface channel pMOS gate doping is encountered,
gate depletion.

In a dual gate process, both nMOS and pMOS are surface channel devices, which means p-poly gates for the
pMOS transistors and n-poly gates for the nMOS transi"tors. 'The gate implants are perfonned simultaneously
with source/drain implantations. This not only minimizes the number of masks needed but also avoids the
problem of different etching speeds for both poly types. Shallow source/drain junctions are required with scaling
down of gate length and this is commonly accomplished by using low energy implants and limiting the thennal
budget. Changing implant species from the single atom to a molecule containing the desired impurity, e.g. BFz
instead of B is another possibility. Boron doped shallow SID jun<..1ions are especially difficult to make, because
Boron's diffusion constant in Silicon is high. A problem that arises concerns the drive in and activation of the
p-poly gate. An insufficient level of active gate doping at the polysilicon-SiOz interface leads to gate depletion
when biasing the MOST in strong inversion. This effectively increases gate oxide thickness, therefore decreases
gate oxide capacitance. The transconductance of the MOST is proportional to this capacitance and deteriorates
as well.

Wong et al. [13] report a unifonn high chemical doping concentration, using SIMS, in 250nm of polysilicon
after an implant of dose 2e15cm·2 B at energy 6KeV. followed by an anneal of 850·C for 30 min. This is very
similar to the implant and anneal used in the process at the NatLab. No Boron penetration was found, which
corresponds to our experience. Because gate depletion was found from Cox-V~ measurements, this leads to the
conclusion that the impurity drive in is sufficient but activation is not complete. This paper shows that 850·C
is the minimum anneal temperature resulting in acceptable gate doping activation. When using BFz implant this
temperature was found to be maximal for preventing Boron penetration[8].ln a dual-gate process using BF2, dose
and thennal budget are limited by Boron penetration. using B they are limited by the minimal depth of
source/drain junction feasible. Results of measurements and simulations concerning gate depletion are given in
chapter 5. Boron penetration simulations have not bccn performed as a polysilicon simulation possibility is not
yet available.

In a recently published dissertation Li[14] goes into lIf noise in MOSFET's. She reports a 1/f noise current
noise spectral density ~ about one decade higher in SC than in Be devices. A better measure, Hooge's empirical
constant a, which represents noise intensity nonnalized to frequency, biasing conditions and geometrical aspects,
shows an even bigger difference of approximately two decades. The difference in improvement betwccn SI and
a lies in the higher current drive of BC's, the better noise behaviour is caused by improved crystal quality in
the channel region.

Summing up the major differences between SC and BC, short channel effects are worse in BC, current drive
is lower in SC. BC devices are more prone to hot carrier effects, but this plays no role as nMOS HC reliability
is decisive. SC's show, opposed to BC's, Boron penetration and gate depletion and finally surface channels
exhibit more l/f-noise.
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Chapter 2: Short Channel Effects

CHAPTER 2: SHORT CHANNEL EFFECfS

Integrated circuit components are continually scaled down for larger speed and circuit density. This will
enlarge the possibilities integrating complex systems and accelerate computing speed. These improvements,
however, come at a cost, like improvements almost always do, not only in electronics. Properties inherent in
MOST operation, disadvantageous to normal use, that used to be small scale effects can influence device
performance detrimentally or even unacceptably, when scaling down. Great effort is put into suppressing these
effects but deterioration of device performance can be fundJ:lmental.

In the first part of this section threshold voltage roll off will be discussed: decreasing MOST channel length
results in decreasing threshold voltage. In the second part drain-induced-barrier-Iowering and consequent
subthreshold current increase will be treated. Finally, differences in short channel behaviour betwccn surface
channel and buried channel devices will be addressed.

Section 2.1: Threshold Voltage Roll Off

Figure 6: Charge sharing concept for a.long channel and b. short channel

Sha""d Charge

Depletion Layer

Gale Poly

Ga.. Poly

Figuur&

Fig""" 60

Though the threshold voltage, has bccn presented as being determined one-dimensionally in section 1.1, it is
influenced by the other two dimensions as well. The dependency on channel length is made clear with help of
figure 6, which shows the MOST cross-section of a long channel and a short channel device with depletion
regions included. The depletion regions
show that source to drain bias is zero
and gate to substrate bias is large
enough to deplete a certain region.
This simplified approach suffices for
the explanation.

Figure 6a shows that, when a channel
depletion layer exists, at the drain and
source edges the depletion charge of
channel and SID depletion regions
overlap. The part of this charge that
should be attributed to the gate
depletion layer is not directly clear as
it is shared with the SID one. It is,
however, clear that the gate depletion
charge is smaller than would be
expected from the one-dimensional
approach, as that would include all
charge in the shared region. This leads
to a lower V, than the one expected from equation (1) as the Ia.'it term, which represents the depletion charge,
is smaller. When the device is scaled down this shared charge becomes a bigger part of the total depletion
charge, which results in V, decreasing even more.
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Section 2.1: Threshold Voltage Roll Off

A simple method using this charge sharing concept was introduced by Yau in 1974 [15] to quantify threshold
voltage dependency on channel length for Vd.=OV. The following expression was found for roll off.

ti.V, '" Os [~ 1 +2 W _ 1]!1 (3)
Co>: TJ L

It uses the approximation in which half of the shared charge participates in the gate depletion layer, resulting
in a trapezoidal charge area. In the above, QB is bulk depletion charge in one dimensional approach per cm2

, Cox
is oxide capacitance per cm2

, W is channel depletion region width, rj is drain junction depth and L is effective
channel length. Drain edge is assumed to be a quarter circle with radius rj and drain and channel depletion depths
are assumed to be equal, which is a good approximation especially at higher bulk: bias. Interesting are the
dependencies on L and rj • Equation (3), only valid over 1.4 m, states roll off to be inversely proportional to L
and shows with realistic values of W, about 150nm at VB =5V and Nd=1c16cm·3, an increase with larger rj • The
latter result that roll off worsens when drain junction depth increases, makes shallow rj necessary. The more so
when devices are scaled down, since in that case, the influence is mainly by the term rfL.

The dependency of threshold voltage on channel width is caused by the depletion charge surplus underneath
the locos bird's beaks, the encroachments at the edges. As the extra depletion charge is a greater part of the total
at smaller widths, the threshold voltage rolls up with channel width. This width dependency of VI was no issue
in my work.

Other approaches, successfully used for shorter devices, will be discussed later, but as they include the
dependency of Vds which is inherently two-dimensional, they are much more complex.
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In the previous paragraph a condition of Vds=OV was assumed and used in a simple model to predict a short
channel effect, threshold voltage roll off. When a drain to source bias is applied, however, the drain depletion
region will expand, increasing the amount of depletion charge shared and consequently worsening roll off. This

drain depletion region
widening eventually
affects the source to
channel potential barrier
for majority charge
carriers between highly
doped source and
channel. This is
illustrated in figure 7. It
shows the channel
potential versus lateral
distance in a BC
PMOST in off state, at
zero gate to source bias.
Lateral distance, parallel
to the oxide semi
conductor interface, has
been normalized to
polysilicon gate length

and the potential is at transverse minimum, confer figure 5. Comparing two curves representing potential profiles
at equal short channel length, 0.25 m here, clearly shows the drain induced barrier lowering, DIBL. In compari
son the third curve for long channel length, 1 m, shows that DIBL increases with decreasing channel length.
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Section 2.2: DIBL and Subthreshold Current

As in off state the channel region depletes completely. in this case with V.=-O.8V the total number of holes
in the p-region at Va=V,+O.2V is 10 per m 2 gate area. the drain to source current 10 consists of diffusion current
only. When the potential barrier is lowered, either by incrCc'lsing drain bias or decreasing gate length, the
probability of holes surmounting it rises and subthreshold current increases. From figure 7, this lowering may
not be large, only 82mV, but as diffusion current crossing a potential barrier exhibits an exponential dependency
on barrier height, as will become clear in the next paragraph. it increases several orders of magnitude.

Short channel effects are inherently two-dimensional and can, therefore, only be described by solving the two
dimensional Poisson equation, using proper boundary conditions. This requires extensive numerical calculations,
performed by device simulators. Analytical descriptions of short channel effects have been reported in literature,
an early effort was discussed in the previous section. The results are helpful in understanding simulators' output
but insight gained can often only give some qualitative indication of properties derived from common sense. The
results and calculating methods put forward, especially of papers describing every aspect, are so complex, that
they almost resemble the use of simulators because direct links between parameters and electrical behaviour are
not very transparent. Sometimes numerical methods are even used in finding the solution. Often these efforts
do not use realistic impurity profiles, which would make them even more complex, are simplifications or
approximations and usually involve fitting to experiments. This makes them unsuitable for direct use in
minimizing short channel effects. However since they yield more understanding and insight, and the approaches
are interesting, a limited time was spent during this project stUdying these publications. Two of the approaches
are treated in the following paragraphs.

§2.2.1: Charge Sharing Approach

The first analytical model, discussed, was proposed by Fjcldly and Shur[16], dealing with a surface n-channel
device, but the considerations are not different for a surface p-channel device. They start off with a standard
long-channel theory for subthreshold current, calculating the current crossing the source to drain potential barrier
which has a shape similar to the 1 m device in figure 7. based upon the fundamental equations (4) and (5):

J =-qll n d4>Jh (4)
ft ft dx

(5)

J. is electron current density, • is mobility, n is electron concentration, F. is electron quasi-fermi energy level,
x is distance parallel to the surface with origin at source edge, nj is intrinsic carrier concentration and 1P is
channel potential referred to the source potential. Ur is thermal voltage kT/q. After substituting equation (5) into
equation (4) and transfering exp(q1P/kt) and dx to the left hand side an integration is performed from source to
drain, resulting in,

(6)

When device length is not too small the potential tV can be considertXI independent of x, and equal to the
surface potential 'P. as that corresponds to the transverse channel potential minimum where subthreshold current
flows. Drain current is found by integrating current density over the channel cross-section, with channel width
Wand effective channel depth b.
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(7)

(8)

Section 2.2: DIBL and Subthreshold Current

Using drain/source doping N.=njexp(-<pro(O», <Pro(L)=Vd.+<Pro(O) and Einstein's relation UI 0 equals electron
diffusion coefficient Do' this yields:

qwaD"He ( IjI'.)[ ( V_)]ID - e~ - l-exp--
L", Ur Ur

As mobile charge density has an exponential dependency on surface potential, l) can be estimated by calculating
the depth where potential has changed by kT/q=U•. This and the following '1'. can be found from a reasonably
easy one-dimensional solution of Poisson's equation of the MOS-capacitance, e.g. by double integration
according to Troutman [17]. Van der Tol et a!. [18] have published those calculations for buried channel
MOSFET's but the procedure is similar, yet simpler, for surface channels, as only one type of channel doping
is present. Their paper is very useful in gaining insight in the potential and electron profiles in different modes
of buried channel pMOST operation. Below threshold, surface potential '1'. results in,

(V,-V,) 1 C...
V =2+,-V6II + , -=--=-

• 'I 'I C...+C....

Vbi is the built-in voltage between source and channel. with all potentials referring to source potential, Cox is
the gate oxide capacitance and CdcP the gate depletion capacitance of the semiconductor. The constant 11 is the
subthreshold ideality factor and expresses the gate voltage division between gate oxide capacitance and depletion
capacitance. It is dependent on Vg but is usually treated as a fitting parameter. Equations (7) and (8) show that
subthreshold current exhibits a nearly exponential dependency on Vg, and in this long channel case no influence
of drain voltage shows up over a few times U,.

Short channel effects and the dependency on Vd• can be incorporated in a very simple manner by approximating
Lcff in (7) by L-x.-xd, where x. and xd are the source and drain depletion widths calculated from standard one
dimensional pn-junction theory. This notion can also be used to cakulate an expression describing roll off. Using

4 V = _ 4Q = _ ltW(x. +xd)q""" _21tW(x. +Xd)YE/lN.+, (9)
r C... C... Coz

charge sharing again,
with AQ is shared charge per unit area unifonnly spread out over total device length, £. is dielectric permittivity
of Silicon, qdcp is gate depletion charge per unit area and K i'i a constant which accounts for the charge sharing
of channel depletion charge. This approximation, identical to spreading the shared charge over the total channel,
will not be valid when the depletion charge profile gets asymmetric and does not include DIBL Another
approximation is proposed according to (8), assuming 11 does not change significantly with bias, the shift in
interface potential is, A'I'.=-AV/11. Referring to the exponential dependency of Idon channel potential in (7), the
DIBL-effect on subthreshold current is reduced to the DIBI ....effect on threshold voltage.

A non-uniform charge distribution, found underneath the gate in short channel effect conditions, gives rise to
a non-unifonn shift in '1'. as well. This notion is used to deduce a model for the surface potential with which
the potential barrier can be found. A first order approximation of the two-dimensional Poisson equation, outside
the drain depletion, leads to a potential profile according to

1jI'.(x) = 1jI'.o + JI(x) = V.o + VosiDh(X/l) (10)

qJ.o represents the surface potential without taking DIBL into account.The above profIle is found assuming
subthreshold bias and V(O)=OV; the difference between '1'. with and without Yd. applied is zero at the source
edge. Based on a constant channel depletion capacitance the excess charge sheet profile has the same fonn,
CdcpV(x). The total excess charge outside the drain depletion area is found by integrating this excess charge tenn
from x. to L-xd, and taken to be some part X. of total drain depletion charge underneath the gate. This total charge
is approximated by the charge in a square area of length and width xd at Vd• minus a square area of length and
width xdO at Vds=OV. As depletion width xd is proportional to the square root of Vds this total drain charge is
proportional to Vd., leading to an expression for Vo which also exhibits a proportionality to Vd•.
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Section 2.2: DIBL and Subthreshold Current

Assuming that the potential minimum is at x. this leads to the following expression which is also included to
illustrate the complexity of such analytical results.

--'-L( x$)
~

x) Jl... ~-,:AlMz)" qY(z) ..qY.' ....!. ..2XqV..

1 1 4L~Xd)-4;)

In this equation X is used as a fitting parameter, and d~ep is the channel depletion layer depth when V(x)=O. The
formula expresses an exponential barrier decrease with decrem;ing channel length when L-xd>3A., and an even
steeper decrease at lower lengths. In the punch-through regime. though, this formula does not hold. Roll off
shows in good approximation a proportionality to this potential lowering, and experiments indeed show a similar
dependency on Land Yd. as expressed in (11).

Equation (10) and (11), giving a value of V0> can be used for 'P.(x) in determining the subthreshold current,
by evaluating the denominator of (6). As the integrand depend.. exponentially on potential, (10) is expanded to
first order in the distance. Evaluation results in a similar expression to (7) with '11.='11.o+V(x.) from (11) and Left
replaced by l-exp(-LelrlLo). The equation reduces to the long channel one when Yd. is small and/or for large
values of L. The expression for the subthreshold current shows essentially a proportionality of Id with exp(
IiV1rJ). The simulated Id versus L curves, when plotted logarithmically, show indeed a behaviour similar to a
roll off curve upside down. Unfortunately SourcelDrain junction depth is not directly represented in this
derivation but can be accounted for by the choice of X. The authors expect that the model can be accurate down
to 0.1 m gate length.

§2.2.2: The Voltage Doping Transformation Approach

The second analytical model was proposed by Skotnicki et a1. They introduced a voltage doping transforma
tion(VD1) in (19] in which they transform the influence of the drain bias into a lowering of the channel doping.
This effective lower channel doping is more prone to depletion layer penetration and thus barrier lowering. I will
concentrate on the interesting manner in which they translate voltage to doping as after that the calculations are
essentally the same as for long channel devices using the new cffective doping.

They start off with establishing a curvilinear coordinate system that follows current and potential lines in the
channel, with x in transverse and y in lateral direction. The origin in the y-direction is chosen to be at the lateral
potential minimum, in this nMOS surface channel case. Ncnr lhe x-axis the conventional form of Poisson's
equation holds.

OZljJ+OZljJ=!lN
&2 c3y2 E$

As aZ'¥/ay2 on the x-axis is only a function of x, (12) is reduced to one dimension.

OZtL = !IN·(x), N·(x) =N(x) -E D(x) (13)
&2 _ £$ $ q

D(x) • a~/ay2~e..axis is now approximated by assuming a certain lateral potential distribution along a current
line, e.g. a quadratic function which corresponds to the case of uniform doping levels. With proper boundary
conditions an expression for D(x) is found, which is, however, still dependent on lFvc(X)='¥(x,y=O). This value
<Pvc(x), which includes the barrier height that is wanted, is found by double integration of (13). The resulting sides
of the equation both contain <Pvc' the left hand side is equal to ii, and can therefore only be found by iteration.
This iteration is usually started with the one-dimensionally obtained <pvc-value. Current line length, which is also
used in finding the right approximation for the latcral potentinl, is not easily found as well and has to be
approximated. In the above approximation an indirect dependency of source/drain depth is included.
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The above VDT is used to deduce a threshold voltage model with dependencies on Vdo and L included.
Simplifications such that <Pvc is some fitting parameter l'J times surface potential at onset of inversion, 2<p" and
current lines are of length Lorr near threshold are used. With this information N" can easily be calculated and a
straightforward, long channel calculation gives VI' The resulting threshold voltage roll off is essentially
proportional to Vd:J and inversely proportional to -L;rr. The dependency on drain voltage is equal to that in the
first model and the dependency on L.rr here can, in my opinion, be seen as a second order approximation of the
exponential model found earlier, because that model fits simulations better than the inverse quadratic one. The
dependency on drain junction depth is obscure in the above model and it still needs one fitting parameter but
the accuracy of the VDT has been shown. For deep sub-micron devices, however, an inverse square law
dependency of threshold voltage roll off is not steep enough to fit experiments properly.

Skotnicki et al.[20] later used their VDT to model subthreshold current in buried channel pMOSFET's. The
derivation of <Pvc(x) is not conceptually different from [19] but differs on a few points. In a buried channel
MOST current lines are essentially parallel to the surface, which makes determination of current line length
simple and two different channel doping areas are present, each with their own effective doping, N: in the
surface p-layer and N: in the n-type bulk. According to VDT N>N. and N~<Nd' which means that DIBL causes
threshold voltage compensation to increase, see to section 3.2. Lower bulk doping causes drain depletion region
penetration in the bulk to increase.

Potential barrier height calculation is split into two cases, one concerning an entirely depleted channel which
results in a straightforward calculation. The other case concerns devices exhibiting surface inversion of the po_
region, when the device is turned off strongly. This is another difference to surface channel behaviour. When
surface inversion occurs a further increase in gate voltage will not increase depletion depth and not decrease
potential minimum because charge is built up in the form of electrons at the surface. This means that the
depletion area underneath the inversion layer is screened from the gate and depletion width and potential
minimum are not changed with higher gate voltage. A total screening is shown to be too simple, and to
overestimate the subthreshold current. This situation. however does not occur in deep sub-micron devices in
which the p-type channel is shallow enough and p-doping is low enough (V, is high enough) to prevent surface
inversion at a gate voltage with non-negligible subthreshold current.

A subthreshold current derivation similar to the long channel case has been performed, differing in this manner
that subthreshold current now flows away from the surface. which makes integration in the transverse direction
necessary. Fitting of both the width and length of the area in which the term exp(-qW/kl) adds to the integration
in equation (6), just the area in which the potential barrier is closer to the minimum barrier than 3UI, gives the
resulting current. If the lateral potential distribution is approximated by exponentials, just like in the first example
the hyperbolical sine function, the model corresponds well to experiments.

Especially interesting are the two effects mentioned, which are not contributing to subthreshold current in
surface channel devices. The first one is the surface inversion layer screening(SILS) of the depleted area. As was
mentioned earlier this is not of concern in deep sub-micron devices, at lea->t in simulations this effect was never
observed. Saturation of subthreshold current with gate voltage always occurred at noise level.

The second insight gained from this VDT-approach is that the effective bulk doping, that decreased with
increasing DIBI... just underneath the p-channel can reverse from n- to p-type, enlarging the channel. The
subthreshold current increases strongly with DIBL, thu... showing that a thicker channel will increase subthreshold
current. This drain-induced channel enlargement(DICb) effect is worsened by increa->ing source/drain junction
depth as that decreases the current line length at the depth where DICE is important. D(x), (13), has a reverse
quadratic dependency on current line length and therefore doping adjustment is strongly enhanced when current
line length decreases. This dice also shows the merit of increm;ed bulk doping just underneath the channel. This
can be done by including an extra n-type APT-implant located there. This effect will worsen when channel
junction depth is scaled down and is likely to become the dominant punCh-through mechanism in deep sub
micron devices.
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Buried channel MOSFET's are more prone to short channel effects(SCE) than surface channel MOSFET's. This
disadvantageous behaviour of BC devices has been perceived and discussed extensively in literature, (confer e.g.
[3]). As analytical descriptions of SCE are very complex a comparison of BC and SC devices, based on models,
has, to my knowledge not been presented in literature yet. At the end of paragraph 2.2.2 two effects, SUB and
DICE, were discussed that enhance SCE in buried channel MOSFET's. As these two mechanisms do not
influence SCE in surface channel devices they do provide some analytical prove. The difference in behaviour
in subthreshold conditions is best shown by results obtained by simulations. Figure Sa and 8b show transverse
potential simulations of BC and SC devices at Vp=OV for both a short, 0.25 m, and a long, 1 m, gate length.
Both figures were simulated at a drain voltage of -2.5V. These profiles are cross-sections at lateral potential
maximum and thus show directly the dependency of DIBL on device type and channel length. From these figures

can be seen that the influ
ence of the drain voltage is
largest away from the
surface, because control by
the gate voltage is smaller
there. This depth depen
dency is most obvious in
the SC profile but as the
BC potential minimum lies
away from the surface the
barrier lowering is larger in
the Be. Another obser
vation in figures Sa and 8b
is that the path in which a
significant subthreshold

current will flow is much wider in the BC case. The potential minimum of the SC device is in fact lower than
in the BC device but the effect of the wider channel causes both currents to be of similar size. As stated earlier,
short channel effects are inherently two-dimensional. In figure 9a and 9b the 2-dimensional potential profiles of
a 0.25 m gate length BC and SC are shown. In both pictures the pn-junction profiles are included. In the BC
profile this junction includes both channel and source/drain junction. Potential values corresponding to the vari
ous lines are the same in both figures and range from O.5V in the bulk to -3V in the drain. (This is quasi fermi
potential) Data in figure 8 was taken from the same simulation. Drain and source depletion region penetration
is beautifully visualised in the buried channel case, while in the SC profile no real penetration is visible. In the
BC the penetration is
bigger, because of the
lower doping near the pn
junction and the depletion
layer already existing in
this area, which does not
have to be depleted by
gate, drain or source.

Fig.9a:Buried Channel FIg.9b:Surface Channel
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CHAPTER 3: MINIMIZATION OF SHORT CHANNEL EFFECTS

The short channel effects(SCE) discussed in the previous chapter have a negative effect on circuit performance
as devices are scaled down. Enlarged current in off-state might cause too high power consumption in CMOS
logic circuits or non-tolerable parasitic leakage currents in dynamic CMOS. Threshold voltage roll off is
accounted for in modelling and design but is not desired as e.g. it reduces noise margins in logic circuits. Hence
minimization of SCE is pursued in the design of MOSFET's, and much research effort is put into developing
novel technologies and device configurations, that reduce or even eliminate SCE. The work presented in this
report mainly consisted of minimizing SCE using available process technology, concentrating on buried channel
devices, because they demonstrate SCE more severely than surface channels. This minimizing means determining
what parameters involved in the manufacturing process can be used to reduce SCE and after that finding the
optimum values. Good consideration must be payed to the effect of these parameters on other device
characteristics which should of course not deteriorate unacceptably. In this Chapter parameters will be discussed
that can be used to lessen SCE and also their detrimental influence on other device behaviour aspects.
Troutman[21] has discussed influence of several parameters on DIBL. This early paper has become a standard
work on DIBL.

Junction Depth

It is felt intuitively that scaling down junction depths, in buried channels both source/drain and channel
junction, together with gate length, prevents SCE deterioration, as device form is not altered. Relatively easy in
nMOSFET's, downscaling of junctions in pMOSFET's is confronted with the problem of the rapid diffusion of
Boron, the impurity species normally used for p-type. In the highly doped source and drain area this is especially
noticed. This is the reason for concentrating on pMOSFET's.

To limit Boron diffusion a small thermal bUdget should be applied after SID- or LDD-implant, but a certain
budget is needed to activate the impurities to acquire sufficiently low sheet resistance. The problems raising with
simultaneous gate doping were already discussed in section 1.2. Using larger im purity species like BF2, Bel or
Ga instead of B and low energy implants are a straightforward solution to obtaining shallower junctions. Pomp
et a1. [22] realised 0.18 m p +-junctions using low energy RF2 ~lnd a limited thermal budget. An only slightly
smaller depth, 0.15 m, was obtained using a preamorphis.:'ltion technique. This involves an implant prior to
source/drain implant to amorphize the top layer of the Silicon. which stops Boron channelling into the lattice.
The improvement is only small as an anneal is necessary to rccrystallise the surface. These shallow junctions
allow scaling down to 0.25 m gate length for surface channel devices. For smaller gate lengths and buried
channels at 0.25 m sufficiently shallow junctions only seem to be feasible with new or more advanced
conventional technologies. These include very low energy implantation( <500eV, yielding 0.05 m depth, [23])
implantation through a thin film of e.g. Co and gas immersed laser doping[24]. This latter technique uses laser
radiation to rapidly melt the surface in a BFJ gas ambient from which Boron diffuses into the Silicon. The laser
pulses are very short and the Silicon recrystallises which make..<; an anneal superfluous. So called elevated drain
structures[25] form another alternative, contacting SID with highly doped polysilicon from which shallow profiles
are diffused into the Silicon.

Shallow channel junctions are made more easily as the doping level is lower, and a higher substrate doping
can reduce the channel thickness. The counterdoping must however be high enough to provide the amount of
threshold voltage compensation aimed for, because lower doping means higher V" which leads to lower current
driving capability at maximum drain voltage. The implant is usually performed through gate oxide capped with
a thin amorphous Si layer. A novel method to reach shallow channel junction uses Boron penetration from the
poly gate through the gate oxide[26], after which the gate is reversed to n-type by Phosphorus diffusion.
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Substrate doping

The second parameter affecting SCE is the substrate doping. A higher doping will prevent depletion layers from
source and drain to penetrate underneath the gate. This increase in substrate doping will, however, increase
source/drain to substrate junction capacitance, Cj , and bulk-factor K, that both show proportionality to the square
root of substrate doping. This and the discussion about the DICE effect, section 2.3, makes it more appropriate
to increase substrate doping only there where it is needed to prevent DIBL, just underneath the channel junction.
This is done by including an anti punch-through implant(AP1), thus providing two parameters for optimizing,
implant energy and dose. A higher dose will further increase Cj and K, a too high energy will increase the
substrate doping level just underneath the source/drain junction, and therefore C,. When doping energy is low,
the amount of compensated doping in the channel area will increase, enhancing impurity scattering effects
reducing charge carrier mobility in the channel. Even more restricted substrate doping enlargement by applying
a halo of higher doping around the source and drain, greatly reduces mobility and K-factor influence of increased
substrate doping. Confer e.g.[27], which applies large tilt angle implants, self aligned by gate and SID
silicidations, to create the halo. Effect on junction capacitance is not directly clear but a 49% improvement in
Cj is reported in [27].

Source/drain Configuration

Including an LDD in the SID configuration may not be necessary for reasons of hot carrier reliability, which
is e.g. the case in 0.25 m gate length devices. LDO extensions, however, help suppressing SCE. The shallow
contact junction needed is provided for by the LDD's, while nonnal highly doped drain(HOD) areas are present
for silicidation. ( I refer to lengthening current lines in the punch through area as mentioned in the VDT
approach) Deeper junctions are needed because silicidation consumes Silicon at the top.

Another way in which SID configuration can help aIleviate short channel effects concerns the oxide spacer
width. Sidewall oxidation, possibly widened by a first oxide spacer directly influences effective channel length
by controlling the subdiffusion of the LDD implant impurities. A larger Lerr reduces SCE of course, while
keeping equal gate poly length. Positioning of HOD relative to LOD, by altering spacer width established before
HOD implant influences SCE as well. As transconductance is inversely proportional to Lerr, a compromise must
be found between suppressing SCE and current drive. One should a1<;0 bare in mind that no gate to drain overlap
enhances hot carrier effects considerably, providing an upper limit for spacer widths.

A non-conventional SID configuration in grooved gate devices[28] with gate and gate oxide placed in a groove,
which can actually have negative SID depth, show no short channel effects. A configuration, that is a transitional
form between conventional and grooved gate is the gate recessed MOST[29]. In this device the gate is deposited
in a locos zone with the bird's beaks acting as spacers.

Other Parameters

For completeness threshold and supply voltage are mentioned. When threshold voltage is increased a constant
subthreshold slope will result in lower leakage current at Vgs=OV, and as SCE are caused by drain voltage
decreasing supply voltage decreases SCE as well. The last parameter influencing SCE is the gate oxide thickness.
A thinner gate oxide gives the gate voltage a better control over the channel, and therefore reduces SCE.
Increasing VI and decreasing supply voltage reduce current drive, gate oxide thickness lowering enhances it. In
determining gate oxide thickness, however, other aspecL'i playa role as well, including breakdown reliability and
Boron penetration.

In surface channels, influence of gate oxide thickness on SCE is expected to be strong. The APT-implant in
SC devices only reduces bulk punch-through which is far smaller than surface punch-through. Influence of
junction depth and SID configuration on DIBL is therefore expected to be much smaller. Surface punch-through
can be reduced by increasing surface doping but V, increases as well, which is not desired.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS OF MINIMIZATION BY SIMULATION

The parameters determined in chapter 3 were optimized to result in a device design with minimum short
channel effects, taking into account negative influences of the parameters on other device features. Especially
current driving capability and K-factor were monitored. Ac, analytical models are not suited for use in minimizing
SCE because of their inherently two-dimensional defects, numerical calculations included in process and device
simulators were utilized.

For process simulations SUPREM3 [30] was used. This is a one-dimensional simulator, so that three profiles
must be made to define a MOST, the channel, LDD and iIDD profile. These three profiles are put together by
an arranging program to produce an input file for MINIMOS[31], the device simulator used. MINIMOS adds
the three profiles together to form a two-dimensional profile. before starting electrical calculations. 2-D LDD
and HDD edges are quarter circles with, the I-D profile along the. radius, centred at gate edge(LDD) and spacer
edge(HDD). The I-D profile depth in the quarter circle is multiplied by a consant smaller than one, LFlT...().6,
to account for different profile depth in lateral direction.

The models applied in SUPREM3 have been extensively filted to experimental data, and therefore 1-D profiles
produced are in good agreement with practical profI]es. A comparison was performed between SIMS profiles
and simulated profIles of source/drain implantations. Conclusions were that as-implanted profiles resemble
modeled ones well, and profiles after diffusion show good junction depth. The shape of the modeled profiles did
not show the peak associated with inactive clustered impurities. Later, after these simulations were performed,
a point defect and dynamic clustering model was included in SUPREM3, enhancing profile shape quality.
Another indication of good agreement of simulated impurity distribution is given by the difference between
threshold voltage calculated with SUPREM3 and V, of fabricated long channel devices, without any V, roll off.
A comparison is shown in table 1, appendix 1. Measurementc, were performed on 1 m gate length devices
processed in a 0.35 m CMOS process. The batch included Alrr· and V ,-implant variants. The entire process flow
chart was used as input for the SUPREM3 simulations. The experimental threshold voltages showed a maximum
deviation from simulated ones of 3%, demonstrating the good agreement of simulated and practical channel
profiles.

Results from MINIMOS simulations are particularly used to compare effects of changing parameters with each
other to get an indication of qualitative and quantitative influence on short channel effects. Comparison with
experimental results was rare because not many data is available for buried channels and concordance of
simulated short channel behaviour is not too good. Earlier experience with subthreshold current simulations, for
instance, show a rather big underestimation of about two orders of magnitUde compared to experiments. It must
be stressed here that output of simulations is primarily used to assess influence of parameters by comparing
various simulations. More callibration of parameters used in simulating is necessary to improve deviation
between simulation and experimental results.

The procedure followed in optimisation was basically performing a series of simulations in which one
parameter is varied while all others are kept constant. one dimensional optimizing. The combination of optimal
parameter values found from each series is considered to be the optimum device design. Insight in device
behaviour is used to evaluate the possibility that two or more "one dimensional optimum" parameter values
together are not the optimum combination. Section 4.1 and 4.2 deal with the optimizing of respectively 0.35 m
and 0.25 m BC pMOS transistor.
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Section 4.1: 0.35 m BC pMOST

The MOST generation for which minimization of SCE was primarily performed has a minimum gate poly
length of 0.35 m. The process flow chart starts with a standard LOCOS procedure, after which a retrograde well
is implanted. This is done by two high energy Phosphorus implantations through a sacrificial oxide, the nwell
and the channel stopper. An Arsenic APT-implant is performed after which the wafer is annealed. The lOnm
gate oxide is thermally grown and an amorphous Si layer is deposited. Through this stack the Boron VI-implant
is implanted. This is followed by a .3 m gate poly deposition, gate stack etching and reoxidatio. This is
succeeded by the LDD implantation with anneaL Finally, after spacer formation, oxide deposition plus anisotropic
etch, the highly doped drain and source areas are implanted, followed by the last anneal. This is a summary of
the process description, the SUPREM3 input file is presented in appendix 2.

Junction Depth

The first parameters mentioned in chapter 4 are the channel and source/drain junction depth, that should be
scaled down along with the gate length. The problems in fabricating shallow p+n-junctions, however, cause
junction depth scaling to lag behind. This means that in optimizing device design the shallowest junctions are
included that can be accomplished technologically. VI-impl~mts arc performed at the lowest implant energy
available that implants through the gate oxide and the capping amorphous Si layer, and source/drain junction
depth is minimized technologically as well by compromising the level of activation and junction depth.
Simulations of devices with shallower junctions are presented in 5.1. but they have only been done to study
possible improvement of SCE resistance when new or more advanced conventional technologies are developed
to make shallower pn-junctions.

Substrate Doping

Optimisation of the dose and energy of the APT-implant is performed in the following way. First simulations
are performed to roughly determine implantation depth. This depth would be optimal when the top of the implant
is placed at the point where subthreshold current density is highest without APT-implant. Simulations show
however that this is not in the n-type substrate but in Lhe p-type channel just above the channel junction,
corresponding to the potential minimum, confer graph 1 in appendix 3. Placing the top of the APT-implant there
implies a too high VI-implant to be necessary to compensate the high n-type doping and consequently mobility
loss. Placing the top just beneath the channel junction is a bctLer solution. also found from the DICE discussion
at the end of section 2.2.2. A second simulation is done Lo find the implant energy that fits this depth, which
turns out to be roughly 250KeV when implanting Arsenic, confer graph 2 in appendix 3.

Next device simulations of SCE were performed wiLh implant energies ranging from 200 to 300KeV and varied
doses, of which results are shown in graphS 3 to 6 in appendix 3. Energies beneath 200KeV interfere too much
with the channel implant and energies over 300KeV are too deep to be effective. Simulations show that SCE
decrease with increasing APT dose as expected. and subthreshold characteristics show that both at 200 and
300KeV a dose of 4e12cm·2 is necessary to reduce the subthreshold current significantly beneath the required
lOpN m leakage current per micron gate width at V ns=OV. Significantly to account for simulations
underestimating the subthreshold current. Roll off curves show little improvement over 4e12 and equal SCE at
both 200KeV_4e12 and 300_4, and Vtimplants are respectively 2.3e12 and 4.2e12. From former experiences
the latLer value is high, and to prevent mobility loss an implant energy of 300KeV_4e12 is chosen.
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Source/Drain Configuration

In determining the effect of drain configuration several parameters involved were varied. The LDD dose,
changing drain extension junction depth as well, was examined in a d~e ranging from 5el2 to 5e13cm·2• HDD
spacer width was varied to examine influence of LDD position relative to HDD and subdiffusion multiplication
constant, LFlT, was altered. MINIMOS features no spacer to offset the LDD from gate edge. All parameters
exhibited little influence on SCE when compared at equal effective channel length Lp, a summary is presented
in graph 7 in appendix 3. A comparison at equal effective channel length and threshold voltage is necessary to
keep current drive constant. From these simulations only the subdiffusion distance under the gate affects short
channel behaviour and not drain configuration, which is a somewhat unexpected conclusion, especially when
LDD junction depth is scaled down. This is confirmed for LDD d~e in experiment, graph 1 in appendix 1, and
for spacer width in figure 2 in [7]. This subdiffusion can of course be altered by changing spacer width;
increasing spacer width increases effective channel length and therefore reduces SCE.

Influence of subdiffusion is discussed together with long channel VI dependency, using figure lOa and b.
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Figure lOa: V, roll orr versus long channel V, Figure lOb: Subthreshold current versus long channel V,

Figures lOa and b show short channel effects for devices with an optimized APT-implant of 300KeV_4e12 as
a function of long channel V, with parameter subdiffusion. l\L=LpOLy-L~ equals two times subdiffusion. l\Vt is
defined as Vt at L=.35 m minus V t at L=l m. Subthreshold current, I DO' is at V'i!'=OV Because an LDD spacer
is not possible in MINIMOS, simulation with l\L=O wa'l approximated by a simulation at LroLy=.48 m with
LlL=.13 m which exhibits the wanted effective channel length of .35 m. Maximum allowable leakage current
indicated in figure lOb, is IOpN m at 10 m device width. taking into account that simulations underestimate
practical current by two decades. These two decades have been chosen somewhat arbitrarily from former
simulation experiences, but it yields a reliable estimate for the minimum threshold voltage possible without
excessive leakage current.
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Section 4.1: 0.35 m Be pMOST

M. is found by plotting 1/13 versus LroLY' 13 being saturation transconductance,

P- c W
-11 cL -AL

'ptJly

The intersection of the straight line with the L-axis directly gives ~L. 13 values were obtained from parameter
extraction of simulated Id- Vgs characteristics at Vds=-O.l V. based on Philips' compact MOS model 9. As this
model does not include severe surface scattering the Vgs range was limited to a supply voltage of -33V, range
starts at VI' L values for fitting the l/I3-L CUlVe were chosen to be 1,2,3 and 4 m. Not lower as short channel
effects are only modeled to first order approximation and not higher because small errors in fitted slope would
induce big errors in M.. This approach minimizes effects of Vgs and L range on M..

From figure IDa the conclusion can be drawn that no subdiffusion must be allowed in order to keep roll off
within reasonable bounds, smaller than 100mV. This is advantageous for hot carrier resistance and overlap
capacitance but leads to a lower current drive. From figure lOb. minimal threshold voltage feasible with this
effective channel length is -0.75V. This value is acceptable at -3.3V power supply and fundamental current drive
advantage of buried channels over surface channels is expected to compensate for the lower Vt and smaller
effective channel length possible in 0.35 m surface channels due to smaller SCE.

Resuming, junction depth is optimized technologically and SID configuration does not influence SCE when
considering effective channel lengths. Optimum APT-implant was found to be 300KeV_4e12crn·2• Minimum
threshold voltage of -0.75V can be realised in the absence of gate to drain overlap, which in this case with LDD
would require two spacers, one to offset the LDD and one to offset the HDD. This yields a device which
competes very well with the 0.35 m SC transistor.

Section 4.2: 0.25 m BC pMOST

The minimization of SCE in 0.35 m BC pMOST was followed by the same procedure for the 0.25 m device.
No 0.25 m BC process flow chart was available, which means the flow chart of the 0.25 m surface channel was
utilised to create the BC process flow. The main lines of the now are equal to the 0.35 m process, a few
remarks are made about the adjusting of the SC to the Be flow chart. The P channel stopper depth was
optimised to have its top on the minimum LOCOS depth resulting. Arsenic was chosen for the APT-implant
opposed to Phoophorus in the SC case because the rather shallow P APT interferes too much with the channel
doping especially during sidewall reoxidation. Reoxidation effects are treated later in section 5.2. As Arsenic
diffuses less fast in Silicon than Phosphorus this problem is solved. Depth and dose were determined in the SeE
minimization. A number of geometrical spects are scaled down in comparison to the 0.35 m process. Gate oxide
thickness is scaled down to 75nm, amorphous Si layer thickness is constant in order to protect gate oxide
quality. Impurity species of the Vt-implant is changed to BF2 at 30KeV which corresponds to a 10-15KeV B
implant. Gate poly thickness stays the same, spacer TEOS and sidewall thickness are scaled down. In the SC
process the LDD is left out. In the buried channel an LDD extension could be considered to make the shallow
p+n-junction needed. The resulting SUPREM3 input file has been included in appendix 2.

For junction depth and source/drain configuration the same considerations apply as in the previous section,
exception is the absent LDD. Only SID configuration parameter. hard drain spacer width played a significant roll
in the minimization.

The APT implant optimization was again centred around an implant energy of 250KeV, as in the previous
section an energy of 300KeV was found to be adequate and the energy is expected to scale down with gate
length. The results are presented in figure 11. Subthreshold current at Vd.=-25V( Supply Voltage) and
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vg,=OV is shown as a function of APT
implant dose for 200, 250 and 300KeV
implant energy. Dj=0.15 m, from SIMS again,
spacer width=90nm, resulting in Mr15nm, at
a high V, of -O.72V for this supply voltage.
The correct source/drain junction depth is
found by changing the implant energy in the
SUPREM3 input file. It can be seen that no
APT implant dose or energy is able to
properly turn the device off,(loo<le-12A). The
channel junction shows similar shape to
leakage current but does not saturate at high
APT dose. Shallower channel junction limits
leakage current, as will be seen in the next
section, but at a certain channel junction the
current is not influenced by the higher APT
any more. An explanation could be the DICE
effect earlier addressed in which the drain
current effectively enlarges the channel
junction depth. An APT implant that
minimizes short channel effects can be found
at any of the three energies. 300KeV_8eI2,
250KeV_4e12 and 200KeV_2e12 have similar
leakage current and V, implant and from
simulation have the same channel junction
depth as well. This indicates that the resulting profiles are quite similar. Also depicted in figure 11 is the V,
implant dose that rises with increasing APT dose and lower APT energy. The implant doses are reaching low
LDD values which automatically poses the question of mobility loss through enhanced impurity scattering. Both
mobility and K-factor have been plotted in figure 12 as a function of APT. Mobility and K are found from

parameter extraction at VdI=-.1 V, follows
from equation (l4). As this extraction is
performed using an Id- Vgo curve with gate
voltage reaching from V, to supply voltage, this
mobility is an average mobility over that gate
voltage range. It seems that an average mobility
loss of about 10% is always present at an APT
dose that is high enough to limit DIBL. K
factor rises with increasing doping as expected
but is still acceptable, maximal 0.5, in almost
all cases. The three optimum APT's mentioned
show similar average mobility as well. From
these simulations 200KeV_2e12 should be
chosen as it corresponds to the lowest K. This
optimum value still does not provide enough
punch-through stopping power to reduce
leakage current even at this large threshold
voltage.

Figure 12: K and versus APT Implant dose
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I

The 0.25 m SC technology was taken from
the process flow chart and [32]. The flow
chart was mentioned earlier in this section. It
must be noted here that the optimized 0.25 m
shows quite high roll off at
Vrh=-2.5V of 190mV in the simulation. This
roll off is higher than in experiments [32]. In
figure 13 a plot is given of maximum current
drive and roll off as a function of long
channel V,. The value of the maximum
current drive was found by using an APT
implant of 300KeV_8e12, which is one of the
optimums for SCE, and widening the spacer
until a leakage current of I pN m at V p=OV
has been reached. Initially current drive
increases with V, as a smaller effective length
is possible without leaking; this increase turns
into a decrease when high threshold voltage
is limiting the maximum current drive. Roll off, however, increases with larger V" because of its strong
dependency on effective channel length. Comparable roll off for buried and surface channel device, is found just
above a V, of -0.85V and BC current drive is almost equal to SC current drive. BC spacer width in this case is
75nm, resulting in a & of 50nm. The roll off level is however high especially as SCE in buried channel devices
are underestimated by the device simulator. Reducing roll off to an acceptable level (IOOmV) at a lower
threshold voltage results in a 13% lower current drive, due to a spacer of 130nm and a & of -65nm.

The only possibility to reduce SCE to a
necessary degree is to condone this high
threshold voltage or go even higher, and/or to
increase effective channel length. A higher
long channel threshold voltage means more
roll off at equal leakage current, and both
measures will deteriorate the current driving
capability. They must, therefore be compared
to the roll off and current driving capability
of a 0.25 m surface channel device to asses
its relative behaviour.

At a V, of -0.73V enlarging APr dose or lowering APT implant energy cannot yield a transistor that shows
acceptable SCE. The high APr dose or low APT energy needed leads to a high V, implant and this leads to an
average mobility loss of roughly 10%. Only heigthening threshold voltage or spacer width can alleviate the
excessive SCE, but this further compromises the current drive. Investigation of several spacer widths at several
long channel V,'s leaded to the following conclusion. The SCE in BC pMOST's manufactured with present
technology constrain the design of a 0.25 m device so much that the current driving capability is only
comparable to that of surface channels, when a long channel threshold voltage of at least -0.85V is accepted.
This is high when aiming at a supply voltage of -2.5V, and a large roll off value must be accepted as well. The
possibility of a 0.25 m BC pMOST with sufficiently suppressed leakage current is, nevertheless, demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 5: MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS

This chapter contains results of simulations which are important for short channel effects but have not been
included in the minimization. Section 5.1 deals with the influence of shallow junctions to investigate possible
improvement of SCE resistance by developing or introducing new technologies to obtain smaller drain and
channel junction depths. Section 5.2 discusses oxidation enhanced diffusion which was not included for practical
reasons as timely and expensive two-dimensional process simulation is needed. Section 5.3 treats gate depletion
effects at low gate doping in surface channel devices. The possibility of simulating non-ideally doped gates will
be included in MINIMOS in the near future and was, therefore, not yet used in minimizing SCE in the work
reported here.

Section 5.1: Shallow Junction Depth

As mentioned in chapter 3 scaling of junctions with gate length is likely to suppress SCE, but scaling of p+n
junctions is problematic. Up to now junction depths were assumed to be technologically minimized. The
shallowest junctions available are made, and these junction depths, measured with SIMS are included in
simulations. The required junction depths were simulated by either adjusting anneal time, for 0.35 m devices,
or implantation energy, for 0.25 m devices, which is preferred as activation problems do not occur. Very shallow
junctions, made using new technology, have been proved to reduce SCE considerably. Noda et al.[33) recently
reported SCE results on devices with subgates that induce inversion layers that are used as very shallow extended
source and drain contacts. They found that surface channel nMOS transistors can be made immune to roll off
down to 0.13 m and punch-through resistant down to 0.07 m gate length. This appears promising and
simulations of very shallow devices will make the improvement in SCE of new technology on BC pMOS clear.

By using process simulation O/s of as-implanted profiles are minimally 0.14 m deep, because of minimum
implantation energy. Shallower channel junctions can only be achieved by diffusion, at low temperature and short
times at high ambient impurity concentration. However this is not realistic as in practice an anneal always
follows. As no pronounced influence of Dj was observed, more shallow D/s were simulated using analytical
profiles. Gaussian profiles were constructed with SUPREM3 and junction depths were found using optimizing
loops, down to lOnm for OJ and 5nm for channel junction, Xj • SCE showed no dependency on profile forms with
equal depth, when subthreshold current and roll off were corrected for effective channel length. Even box shaped
profiles showed only a 10mV roll off difference compared to gaussian ones, which is equal to the maximum
error in t:N,. (Threshold voltage is only simulated to two figures behind the dot)

A practical problem arose due to the fact that the conversion program between the 1-0 SUPREM3 and
MINIMOS profiles only supports 400 uniform grid points. To ensure enough grid points to be present in the
channel p-profile a spacing of 1nm was installed limiting device depth to 0.4 m which is 10 times smaller than
usual and not deep enough to include the total substrate doping profile. This shallow device simulation structure
was shown not to influence SCE simulation results and poses no other problems, if depletion depths in electrical
calculations do not exceed device depth. Impurity implantations beyond device depth do not reflect at the bottom
but simply go through and device simulation time is reduced. Still 1nm grid spacing is rather large when
considering lOnm or shallower junctions. This and the above mentioned roll off error of 10mV causes the
interpretation of results to be restricted to establishing trends rather than exact quantitative conclusions. It even
leads to an inconsistency in the roll off simulation results.
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Simulations were performed on 0.25 m devices, without LDD, with a long channel V t=-.85V corresponding
to leakage current limit as shown in section 4.2, and at Vds=-2.5V. Spacer width was taken to be LFIT*Dj,
LFIT=.6, aiming at zero subdiffusion. All results were corrected to an effective channel length of .25 m, X j=Onm
was included by using surface charge as a Vt compensation.

Results are shown in appendix 4. Graph I presents the roll off as a function of Dj. A clear downward trend
is observed as expected and an improvement of about 40 to 50% is possible when scaling down from present-day
0.15 m to about 50nm. Roll off dependency on X j is relatively small but shows a downward trend. Graph 2
contains subthreshold current versus~ which shows a clear decreasing trend, saturating at the apparent minimum
simulation level. Here dependency on Dj is relatively small with downward trend. An improvement of two
decades, from about 5e-13 at present 55nm Xj to 5e-15 at 10 to 200m, seems possible. Current drive behaviour
trend is not so clearly defined. It shows a relative independency of Dj down to a a certain value, about 50nm,
below which current driving capability rapidly decreases due to two effects. Roll off decreases which means
increasing threshold voltage and the Dj is simply too shallow for a 0.25 m device as effective channel length
could be reduced without excessive SCE. This reduction is however not possible because spacer width was
already taken to be about 0 which means that M. cannot be increased any more. A relative independency of Xj
is found as well but a fall below lOnm is perceived probably because the potential profIle shape is transformed
more and more into that of a surface channel, at Xj=Onm they are the same, leading to a corresponding increase
in effective normal electric field and decrease in mobility. Accordingly Dj and Xj compromise SCE and current
driving capability optimally at a value of 50 and lOnm respectively for a 0.25 m device.

Summing up, rougWy subthreshold current can be reduced by making shallower channel junctions and roll off
can be reduced by making shallower SID junctions. Down to 50nm for Dj and 100m for ~, current drive is not
affected adversely. A shallower Dj' more easily made than shallower Xj e.g. by elevated drains, could reduce roll
off in 0.25 m BC pMOST suficiently. Subthreshold current was already shown Lo be suppressed which would
make buried channels an alternative for surface channels even at this small gate length.

Section 5.2: Oxidation Enhanced Diffusion

§5.2.1: Reverse short channel effect

The observed reverse short channel effect, increasing Vt with decreasing gate length around roughly 1 m, has
been attributed by Orlowski et al.[34J to a lateral non-uniform channel doping induced by sidewall reoxidation
enhanced diffusion. During the gate reoxidation step, after etching of the gate stack down to or slightly into the
gate oxide, interstitials are induced into the Silicon and also under the gate edge. These interstitials, Si atoms
not placed in the lattice, enhance diffusion not only under the oxidizing region but also in a certain region under
the gate. In [34J the Boron APT implant profile, without a separate Vt implantation, with a peak in the bulk is
broadened by this enhanced diffusion and the surface doping in this surface channel nMOST case is increased.
The lateral extent of this increased surface doping under the gate edge is given by the lateral interstitial and
vacancy decay length 1.." strongly influenced by the SiOiSi surface, thaL forms an effective sink for interstitials.
This increased doping forms a small extra potential barrier at the gate edges increasing Vt even when L»A,.
When L<2A, the laterally increased doping areas at source and drain edge overlap and threshold voltage rises
even more, leading to the reverse short channel effect. A 2-D doping profile was constructed using two I-D
profiles, one under the gate and one at the gate edge. Transition of the two profiles was done by a smoothing
function characterised by A.i • MINIMOS simulations followed and showed opptimum agreement when 1..,=1.4 m.
The normal surface doping concentration gradient ac/ax was recognized as the driving force of the OED,
confirmed by decreasing roll up with increasing APT implant energy.
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Section 5.2: Oxidation Enhanced Diffusion

In buried channel devices another mechanism plays a role as well, impurity segregation[35]. The difference
in impurity concentration in Si02 and Si together with a diffusion velocity larger than interface growth rate
causes Boron to segregate into the oxide at gate edges. Boron segregation has been found, as the segregation
coefficient m ( being the impurity concentration in Si over that in Si02 ) is smaller than one. The segregation
effect only occurs in the source/drain areas and in the bird's beaks where the oxide is thickened. It will only
influence lateral channel proflle if the subdiffusion of LDD or HOD implantations is very small or if gate/drain
overlap is absent. The enhanced diffusion induces a Boron profile that is more spread out ( as reported by
Orlowski) but due to the shallowness of the implant the surface Boron concentration is lowered. Simulated
profiles of 0.35 m buried channel device at gate edge and underneath the gate middle are shown in graph 1 in
appendix 5, simulation was performed with the 2-dimensional process simulator TSUPREM4[36]. The Boron
depletion will cause roll up as at gate edges threshold voltage compensation is lower. No segregation is found
in SC's and due to the flat channel proflle from the shallow Phosphorus V,-implant together with the background,
no OED effects are noticed. Similar proflles for aBC pMOST were reported by Perng et al.[37], presenting no
roll up, but improved short channel effects, due to this non-uniform channel doping in BC pMOST's. This could
make buried channels more competitive compared to surface channels in .35 m and smaller devices. OED effects
were not included in the minimization presented in chapter 4. In [37] a simulation method similar to Orlowski
et al. is used to simulate devices incorporating this effect, using the following smoothing function to construct
the 2-D channel profile:

C(.x.y)~c,(y)-[C,(y) -c.,Jy)]ext{- L:) O~x~l/2 (15)

A similar, but reverse, profile is used in the other device half. Here C is the impurity concentration, x the lateral
distance from left gate edge, y the normal distance from surface. Cs is the channel proflle under gate, Coed is the
gate edge proflle, L is gate poly length and Loed is a parameter describing the lateral extension of the oron
depleted region equal to ~. Reasonable agreement was found between simulation and experiment with a fitted
Loed value of 0.7 m. Their simulations showed no excess potential barrier at gate/source edge. A potential
minimum shift towards the surface at the lateral potential maximum due to the different doping profile slope at
the surface was recognized as an explanation for improved subthreshold current behaviour. Both change in
surface doping slope and the absence of an excess potential barrier were found in my simulations as well. Arora
et al.[38] presented an analytical model based on a fixed charge distribution component in the flat band voltage,
Qr.=Ooexp(-xfKo), at gate edges. They reported characteristic lengths Ko of 1.45 to 2.45 m dependent on
drain/source configuration, and good agreement with experiments was found with 00 and Ko fitted.

§5.2.2: Simulation of OED

A limited number of simulations was performed to examine the OED effect on SCE, as its 2-D behaviour,
makes timely TSUPREM4 simulations necessary. Interstitials are the point defects injected, DB=D;CJC;, with
* denoting equilibrium values and DB Boron diffusion coefficient. Vacancies play no significant role in these
simulations, but the amount of vacancies depends on interstitial concentration through bulk recombination and
can therefore not be discarded. Interstitial diffusion is described by the continuity equation[36]:

ac, P'I'Z
-=Dv-C -R+Iat ' ,

Where C1is the interstitial concentration, 0 1is the interstitial diffusion coefficient, R is the total recombination
rate and V is the divergene operator. R contains bulk recombination, trapping and recombination at surfaces,
R,,=k.(C1-C;) which is of interest here. I is the interstitial injection rate at the oxidizing surface. (16) dermes the
interstitial profile and as the excess interstitial relaxation time is several seconds, which is very small compared
to the reoxidation time of 20min., steady state can be assumed[39]. The two-dimensional distribution has a form
similar to the one in [39] in which numerical solutions to (16)
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were presented. The profile shows an exponential decay in all directions from the gate edge, saturating at a
certain distance, about 1.5 m at a value higher than C ; when using interstitial dynamics parameters found by
van Dort et al.[40J. They recently published a high resolution study to investigate lateral effects of OED. They
fitted the interstitial surface recombination rate k, and I in TSUPREM4 simulations to experimental SIMS data
from differently spaced, periodically patterned oxidized nitride stripes. A stacked profile of several Boron doped
and undoped layers made fitting of Locd as a function of depth possible. Generally Locd is a function of depth
ranging from 0.8 to 1.8 m.

Simulations were performed for the optimized BC 0.35 m process. Long channel V 1=-0.75V, spacers were
adjusted to achieve effective channel length equal to poly length, APT was 300KeV_4e12. Roll off curves were
simulated for LDD ( dose le13cm,2 ) and conventional drain devices with and without OED. OED was omitted
by including the same anneal in non-oxidizing conditions. Results are shown in graph 2 in appendix 5. The
reverse short channel effect is clearly present when OED is included. For the LDD device roll up is slightly
higher than for the HDD device, 70mV vs. 50mV, due to the smaller subdiffusion, -31nm vs. 15nm, also seen
from the interface impurity profile. Roll off, when comparing the simulations without OED, is slightly better for
the LDD case due to the shallower junction. Subthreshold current is not influenced by OED, see graph 3
appendix 5, only the same improvement with LDD was seen. Especially in graph 3 SUPREM3 simulations, taken
from minimization data show good agreement with the TSUPREM4 simulations for no OED. From these
simulations 0.35 m BC pMOST shows no roll off, leading to good devices when the slope of the tN I-L~ curve
is not too high leading to large sensitivities. The slope in the roll off area is much larger in the OED case than
without. OED simulations on 0.25 m BC pMOST resulted in too much segregation and OED caused by the top
of the VI implant being in the gate oxide. Simulations with deeper VI implants could result in a device with
improved SCE resistance, making them competitive in comparison to SC's.

The above mentioned excess interstitial concentration to which the interstitial profile saturates at large lengths
from the gate edge, causes OED to affect channel profiles even at the middle of 5 m gate length devices. A drop
in long channel threshold voltage was observed when OED was included, which was found to originate from
Boron segregation from the gate oxide into the channel. Profiles at the middle of a 5 m device with and without
OED are shown in graph 4 of appendix 5. This Boron segregation is not likely, so that the last observation needs
more investigation. A possible cause is the bulk interstitial recombination which has not been callibrated
properly.

Roll up was also calculated for p-channel devices using these fitted interstitial dynamics parameters by van
Dart et al. They report roll up was largely underestimated compared to experiments. This shows that other
phenomena influencing the lateral channel profile are important as well, showing the danger of fitting roll up
data to OED models only. This became already clear from the range of experimentally fitted Locd's in other
publications. A combinaation of interstitial effects seems necessary to adequately model laterally non-uniform
channels. These other phenomena are transient enhanced diffusion, point defects induced by LDD and/or SID
implant, and point defects induced with salicidation of source/drain area. Salicidation effects have not been
included yet in the 2-D process simulator used. TED was included but has not been callibrated properly yet.

TED is a possible cause of simulations underestimating buried channel short channel effects[3]. Due to the
effective sink that the surface forms for interstitials, the enhanced diffusion at the surface is smaller than at a
greater depth, in accordance to Locd increasing with increasing depth. This would lead to a source profile that
extends further under the gate at greater depths causing the effective length for subthreshold current ( below the
surface in buried channels ) to be smaller than expected from the effective channel length. lED will be
callibrated in TSUPREM4 in the near future, which will make simulations to prove this theory possible. Rafferty
et al.[39J presented a TED model including defect gradient enhanced diffusion of Boron towards the surface,
resulting in a Boron pile-up and higher VI (nMOS surface channel) This pile-up causes normal electric field at
the surface to increase resulting in mobility drops as much as 25%. A coupled
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interstitial/impurity diffusion model accurately predicted roll up. Fitting, though, to either OED or TED alone
seems dangerous. In [40] salicidation induced point defect were reported to have a much bigger influence on
lateral channel profile than those from gate reoxidation. Comparing similar devices with and without OED, roll
up only differed 10 to 15mV while with or without salicidation changes of 80mV were measured. Experimental
verification is done by varying spacer width. Smaller spacer width at equal sidewall oxidation will reduce roll
up as the source/drain implant overlaps the area of channel doping depletion more, while smaller spacer width
increases salicidation influence as it is performed closer to the gate edge. These two effects make some caution
in interpreting OED simulation results necessary.

Section 5.3: Gate Depletion

In section 1.2 the problem of insufficient active gate doping at the polysilicon/ oxide interface in p-poly gates
was addressed. This is caused by limitations of dose and thermal budget of simultaneous source/drain and gate
implantation needed to achieve shallow source/drain junction depth. Insufficient active gate doping causes
depletion of the gate just above the gate oxide when biasing the device in strong inversion, effectively increasing
gate oxide capacitance and consequent decreasing device saturation transconductance.

Wong et al.[13] have reported that both shallow SID junctions and a work function difference comparable to
that with degenerately doped gate poly can be achieved simultaneously. Vfb shifts due to low poly doping can
be eliminated by post implantation anneals of 850·C or more, certainly when poly is thin enough or anneal is
followed by an RTA step. Devices exhibiting no IIVfb can, however, show considerable gate depletion effects.
Gate to bulk capacitance versus Vgb curves provide a sensitive tool for gate depletion examination. Biased in
accumulation the charge sheets at both sides of the gate oxide can be considered very thin leading to good values
for the oxide capacitance, Cox' This is the tool used to determine gate oxide thickness. Biased in strong inversion
the gate capacitance, is effectively lowered by the gate depletion layer, resulting in an inversion capacitance, Cinv'

which is a certain amount lower than Cox' Simulations of C-V curves with different gate poly doping were
performed and compared to experimental curves. The poly doping showing the same CinjCox in C-V simulation
as in experiments is a good measure for active gate doping level at poly/oxide interface. Because active doping
level is probably not uniform in the region that is affected by depletion, this level can be considered to be an
effective doping level, which
nevertheless gives a good quantitative
indication of the disadvantageous
depletion effect
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values were normalized to Cox' One
dimensional simulations were
performed with MEDICI[44].
Measurements were performed for
0.25 m and 0.35 m, resp. figure 15a
and figure 15b, fully processed CMOS
wafer large capacitors. The two
processes were described earlier in
Chapter 4. Channel profiles were
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were taken from measurement
extracted values. The 0.25 m process
includes a 1.5eI2, 20KeV, BF2

implantation, followed by 30' anneal at
850·C, showing about 8.5% decrease
in Cinv' corresponding to an effective
poly doping of roughly 1.5eI9cm-3

•

Exact determination of doping level is
obstructed by simulations showing a
decreasing Cinv with increasing
negative gate bias, which is opposite to
experiments. The decrease is caused by
the widening of the gate depletion
width further decreasing effective gate
capacitance; the lack of this effect in
experiments could be found in the non
uniformity of the activation at the
surface. The 0.35 m process includes
a similar implant of dose 2eIS,
showing about 4% Cinv drop,
corresponding to a poly dope of 2eI9. A similar simulation with SUPREM3 resulted in a poly dope of roughly
2.5eI9. This difference is probably due to difference in the models used. SUPREM3 is a process simulator
MEDICI a device simulator, and the solution method, as grid and channel doping difference were negligible.

In figures I5a and I5b a difference in threshold voltage is found between experiment and simulation. There
are a few possible explanations for this. The influence of grid spacing in inversion layers of gate and bulk was
eliminated by decreasing the latter to a value of 0.25nm, below which charge differences, which are used to
calculate C, did not differ any more. Maximum depletion depths are examined to extend the fine grid up to or
over these depths. Former experiences with SUPREM3 channel prof:t.les, show threshold voltage deviations less
than IOOmV and cannot entirely account for the larger difference here, especially in the 0.35 m case. For
difference in work function the same consideration holds. Fixed interface charge and oxide thickness were taken
from experiment, but have been extracted with some assumptions. The extracted surface doping level differed
to the one in the simulation but only for the O.2S m process. The last possible reason, mentioned here, is the
threshold voltage shift due to quantum mechanical effects in the bulk inversion layer[45]. The total difference
could be a combination of these effects. An evaluation of the parameter extraction method used, in combination
with simulation data, could clear this problem. E.g. the extracted values of the surface doping could be compared
to the simulated values.

The influence of gate depletion on the electrical behaviour of devices was investigated. Two-dimensional
simulations were performed with MEDICI, as the latter effect is not included in the MINIMOS version used
during this work, but will be in the next. A model has been proposed by Haba~ et al.[46] from the Technical
University in Vienna, the makers of MINIMOS. The simulations confirmed the expectation from the standard
MOS model. Saturation transconductance, which is proportional to gate oxide capacitance, see equation (16), and
therefore current drive, decreased with the same percentage as Cinv' Results were in good agreement with
experimental results presented in [47] SCE were not affected, as expected.

Measures are necessary to reduce this effect in the 0.25 m process. An increase in implantation dose is a
straightforward solution. A simulation shows that an increase to 2eI5 would only increase SID junction depth
by 4% and an increase to 3.5eIS would increase Dj by 6%. This effect has a detrimental effect on current drive
in surface channel pMOS and gives buried channels an advantage, since no gate depletion is experienced in
buried channels with n-poly gate.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions drawn from the work presented in this report, are mainly based upon simulation results. As was
shown in chapter 2, analytical models are not suited for direct use in minimizing short channel effects. In
addition experimental verification of simulations is sadly poor. As these simulations underestimate SCE in
comparison to experiments considembly and simulators were not callibrated to perfection, the interpretation of
output focused on trends. They were particularly used to compare different simulation output with varied
pammeters and to compare SC and BC device behaviour. Simulations, performed to find the device design
pammeter values which optimally reduce SCE, show that, downscaling of BC pMOS transistors is feasible down
to 0.35 m gate length, using available technology. At this gate length the SCE though larger than in surface
channel pMOS transistors can be suppressed adequately. The resulting optimum device design shows low enough
threshold voltage, Vt roll off and subthreshold current to compete successfully with the surface channel device.
Below 0.35 m, the suppression of SCE in the design of these devices constrains the current drive capability. A
0.25 m BC device with suppressed subthreshold current and adequate current drive can be found, but exhibits
high long channel threshold voltage and high roll off.

Focusing fully on surface channel devices for sub-0.5 m MOS technology is, however, clearly not necessary.
Introduction of new process technologies or improvement of available technology could make sub 0.35 m
devices more competitive. An examination of channel and SID junction depth dependencies of SCE shows that
a considerable improvement is possible from scaling down these depths. However we expect that improvement
is smaller in SC's. Roll off reduces with reducing source/drain depth and subthreshold current decreases with
decreasing channel junction depth. Inclusion of lateral non-uniformity of the channel doping is still restricted to
oxidation enhanced diffusion, which is an insufficient base for conclusions. SCE are alleviated in buried
channels, but an accurate quantitative comparison with surface channels is not yet possible. In addition gate
depletion in p-poly gated devices leads to a significant reduction of current driving capability. Efforts aimed at
solving this problem are numerous and will probably be effective.
The uncertain quantitative consequences of lateral non-uniform channel doping and introduction of novel or
improved technologies make continued interest in deep sub-micron buried channel pMOSFET's useful.

Possibilities for continued simulation of buried channel devices to gain further insight in their behaviour,
especially in relation to surface channels are the following. The influence of varied parameters on junction
capacitance and series resistance dependency on source/drain configuration could be examined. Current drive
simulations for 0.35 m devices could be done to confirm my assumption of BC's advantage over SC's. OED
for 0.25 m and in the near future transient enhanced diffusion simulations would clear up the influence of lateral
channel doping non-uniformity. Comparison to experiments would further indicate the influence from the
salicidation step. Simulations of 0.25 m BC's could include LDD devices, not to suppress hot carrier effects but
to suppress SCE. A thorough investigation of potential barrier minimum height and location with varied
pammeters would increase insight in the effect of pammeters.

This work focuses on BC transistors but surface channel simulations are needed as well. Especially OED and
junction depth studies would be useful. Improvement of SCE with decreasing gate oxide could be investigated
as well, the effect in BC's is expected to be smaller but a quantitative comparison is possible.

Experiments to verify the relations found and to asses simulation quality are needed for 0.35 m, and even for
0.25 m practical devices might or might not show their incompetence. An improvement of the doping profile
conversion program to support non-uniform grids would be handy, as both process and device simulators support
them and useful information can be lost in this conversion procedure. Finally an evaluation of the C-V
measurement and simulation procedure could clear up the observation of differing experimental and simulated
long channel threshold voltages. This could include an investigation into quantum mechanical effects on threshold
voltage in pMOS transistors too.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Literature Research

This appendix contains the report of the search in literature into short channel effects that preceded this
graduation project. As this is a separate part of my study with separate grading it was written in dutch.

DIBL-EFFECT AND PUNCHTIlROUGH IN BURIED-CHANNEL PMOSFETS
A UTERATURE SEARCH

Auteur: P.GA. Emonts Id.Nr. : 270966

Soort verslag : Rapportage Bibliotheek-practicum

Vakgroep : Electronische Bouwstenen ( EEA )

Mstudeerhoogleraar : Prof.Dr.F.M.K1aassen

Begeleiders : Drs.A.Montree en Dr.MJ.van Dort
( Philips Research Eindhoven )

Faculteit Electrotechniek
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
Maart 1993

§1.Samenvatting opdracht

Het literatuuronderzoek waarvan dit document verslag doet is gedaan in het kader van een uit te voeren
afstudeerproject. De opdracht voor dit project luidt : Dc karaklerisalie en simulatie van submicron ( 0.35
0.4 m, later ook 0.25 m ) buried-channel (BC) P-MOSFET's waarbij onder andere aandacht wordt besteed
aan het drain-induced-barrier-lowering(DIBL) effect en punchthrough. Het onderzoek is mede technologisch
gericht en vooral de invloed van de verschillende gate-materialen wordt meegenomen. Ook zullen er experi
menten uitgevoerd worden op door Philips gefabriceerde componenten.

De opdracht voor het literatuuronderzoek luidt nu het opzoeken van recente artikelen die deze twee effecten
in het genoemde type device behandelen, om een overzicht te krijgen van de inspanningen die op dit gebied
al zijn gedaan. De betekenis van recent in het verband met het onderwerp wordt tijdens het onderzoek
vanzelf duidelijk. Daar het verplichte gedeelte van de studie Electrotechniek geen infonnatie bevat over
MOSFET's met ion-geirnplanteerd kanaal, hOO ik ook boeken/artikelen gezocht die de specifieke operatie van
deze transistoren beschrijven.
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§2.Concept Inhoudsopgave Afstudeerverslag

Een zeer voorlopige versie van de inhoudsopgave van mijn afstudeerverslag voIgt.
- Voorwoord
l.Inleiding

1.1.Threshoid Voltage Control door ionen-implantatie
1.2.Buried channel versus Surface Channel PMOSFET's
1.3.Polysilicium gates voor PMOSFET's

2. Analyse
2.l.DffiL-effect en punchthrough in BC-PMOSFET's
2.2.Numerieke Simulatie-methode (waarschijnlijk MINIMOS)
2.3.Analytische berekening m.b.v. Voltage-doping-transformation (of evt. een andere analytische
methode)

3.Experimenten
3.1.Gebruikte devices
3.2.Meetopstelling(en)
3.3.Beschrijving v/d metingen

4.Resultaten
4.1.Resultaten numerieke simulatie
4.2.Resultaten analytische berekeningen
4.3.Experimentele resultaten

5.Conclusies en aanbevelingen
5.l.Inzichten uit numerieke simulatie
5.2.Vergelijking meetresultaten met numerieke simulatie
5.3.Vergelijking meetresultaten met analytische resultaten

6.Uteratuurlijst
Bijlagen waaronder Verslag Uteratuuronderzook

§3.Lijst van zoektermen

Om het literatuuronderzook zo succesvol mogelijk uit te kunnen voeren is een aantal rake zoektermen
essentieel. De Nederlandse tennen gebruikt bij het zooken in het bibliotheek computer-systeem VUBIS zijn
MOS transistoren en metaaloxiden halfgeleiders. Een verdere specificatie van het type bleek niet mogelijk.
Bovendien heb ik gezocht op de namen van de begeleiders en de instelling.

De Engelstalige zookwoorden voor het onderzoek in de INSPEC bibliografie zijn :
i. Insulated Gate Field Effect Transistors

( De enige thesaurus-term met belang voor mijn onderzoek )
ii. Buried channel of built-in channel of ion-implanted channel
iii. Short-channel of submicron
iv. P-channel
v. Drain induced barrier lowering of DIBL
vi. Punchthrough

Daar buried channel als een zogenaamde free term in de volledige abstracts in de bibliografie zijn
opgenomen is de dekking door deze termen volgens mij voldoende.

Hierbij mooten vanzelfsprekend ook de namen van de tijdschriften en conferentieverslagen die ik heb
gezocht om beschikbaarheid op de TU Eindhoven te onderzoeken. Ret voert te ver am die allemaal hier te
noomen. Voor een overzicht zie de literatuurlijst.
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§4.Liist van geraadpleegde bronnen

De bij bet onderzoek geraadpleegde bronnen zijn :
1.De vakgroep EEA in de persoon van Professor Klaassen
2.VUBIS
3.INSPEC * Electrical & Electronics Abstracts, gedrukte versie, aileen bij sneeuwbal methode

*" " '" CD-ROM, 1989-1992.
4.Science Citation index gebruikt bij een citatie analyse, het zocken van papers die naar al eerder gevonden
pUblikaties hebben velWezen.

§5.Aantal geselecteerde literatuurverwijzingen

Ben vermelding van de in eerste instantie geselecteetde litcratuurvelWijzingen voIgt.

o

8

24 ii and vi
5 ii and corporate source Philips 1
o begeleidcrs
o
o
5
o

ii and not i
ii and iii=ix
iv and ix
ii and iv
vi and ix
ii and iv
ii and v

1010
40
735
135
4
79
16

iii
iv
v
vi
i and ii

1. Professor Klaassen heeft een aantal trefwoorden en titels van belangrijke tijdschriften gegeven.( 6
tijdschrifttitels en 5 trefwoorden )
2. De VUBIS zoekactie met de termen in paragraaf 3 leverde na selectie 10 titels op. Hiervan is uiteindelijk
1 titelopgenomen in de definitieve literatuurlijst ( zie §1O, titell)
3. Overzicht van de resultaten van de INSPEC op CD-ROM:

De lijst bevat eerst het criterium ( zie §3 ) en daama
het aantal titels.
1992:

i(IGFE1)
ii

Hiervan zijn er 5 bewaard, waarvan er later 3 van zijn geselcctcerd.

Omdat de CD's van de drie jaren voorafgaand aan 1992 lokanl doorzocht werden heb He mijn zoekactie
beperkt tot ten criterium namelijk ii, buried channel. Dit leverdc steeds een aanvaardbaar aantal titeIs op.
1991 : 29, 7 bewaard
1990 : 32, 10 "
1989 : 31, 11 "

Totaal aantal volledige abstracts gesaved is 33.

De INSPEC abstracts zijn gebruikt bij de hierop volgende sneeuwbal- en citatiemethode. Aan het aantal titeIs
wat gevonden is bij de enige thesaurus-term die ik kon gebruiken (1010) is te zien dat hierop zoeken in de
gedrukte abstracts niet doenlijk is.

De uitgevoerde sneeuwbalmethode leverde 5 uiteindelijk geselecteerde titels op, de citatiemethode 14,
waarvan echter aileen titeIs in de lijst zijn opgenomen die ik al met de INSPEC zoekactie had gevonden. Die
actie is dus succesvol geweest. Mede om ervaring op te doen met de Science Citation Index heb ik toch de
citatiemethode gedaan. Ben van de gevonden titeIs, §10-[9], blcek een standaardwerk te zijn: het is 44 keer
geciteerd in de periode 1986 tim 1991.
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§6.Selectiecriteria voor opname in literatuurliist

Het belangrijkste criterium voor ( voorlopige ) opname in de literatuurlijst is uiteraard relevantie tot bet
onderwerp. In dit geval bestaat dit vooral uit het voorkomen van zoveel mogelijk van de trefwoorden in de
volledige abstract. Verder is er nog een analytische methode voor het modelleren van de genoemde effecten
in MOS-transistoren, de zogenaamde voltage doping transfonnation ( VDT ), waar ook naar gekeken is. Een
ander belangrijk aspect is het gate--materiaal en dan met name de verschillen tussen devices met p+- en n+
polysilicium gates. Ook zijn andere zijdelings belangrijke onderwerpen nog geselecteerd zoals papers over
hot carrier effecten en degradatie van MOS transistoren.

Een ander criterium is het zoeken naar aanverwant werk van de begeleiders of het instituut om een beeld te
krijgen van het eerder gedane werk op het gebied van het onderwerp. Verder worden vooral artikelen
geselecteerd die de devices zelf behandelen en minder de toepassingen ervan. De taa1 van het paper moet
Engels zijn, niet zoals ttn in het Koreaans. Ook heb ik veel Duitse titels uitgesloten vooral van boeken.
Persoonlijke nieuwsgierigheid bij het lezen van een titel of abstract kan een rol spelen. Ook de zogenaamde
standaardwerken zijn interessant omdat de inhoud daarvan tot nog toe door het vakgebied als waar wordt
gezien. Ten slotte is de beschikbaarheid nog belangrijk. Gezien de hoeveelheid materiaal dat gevonden werd,
was het mogelijk om beschikbaarheid op de TU Eindhoven als absoluut criterium te gebruiken. Bij artikelen
van de begeleiders of het NatLab is dit niet belangrijk omdat de gevonden artikelen daar voor handen zijn.

§7.Diagram van toepassingen van de 'sneeuwbalmethode'

[9]Tr.El.Dev.
p461

[12]Tr.El.Dev.
Vo1.32,p584

[5]ESSDERC '89
p29

79

85

84

88

90

89

91

Het diagram geeft aan uit welke titels
uit de literatuurlijst de referenties ka
men waarvan de titels weer opgenomen
zijn in die lijst.

Zie voor meer infonnatie over de
titels §1O onder het nummer tussen
rechte haken dat als eerste staat bij
elke referentie.

Een diagram voor de citatiemethode
is niet relevant omdat daarmee geen
nieuwe titels zijn gevonden die opge
nomen zijn in de definitieve literatuur
lijst.
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§8.Relatiepatroon gevonden titels met concept inhoudsopgave

In matrixvorm is hier de relatie tussen de gevonden titels ( zie §10 ) en de verschillende onderdelen van de
concept inhoudsopgave van het afstudeerverslag ( zie §2 ) gegeven. Als een bepaalde titel nuttig zal zijn bij
het schrijven van een onderdeel van het verslag is een + in de matrix geplaatst, wanneer het niet nuttig zal
zijn een -. Daar ik nog geen tijd heb gehad om aBe artikelen te bestuderen is dit gebaseerd op de abstracts.
Alleen onderdelen van het verslag waarvoor eventueelliterntuur nodig is zijn opgenomen in de matrix.

Tabel 1 : Relatiematrix titeVconcept inhoudsopgave

I I Paragraafnummer I
Ref.Nr. l.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 5.1 5.2 5.3

[1] + + + - - - - - -

[2] - - - + - + + + +

[3] + + - + + - - - -

[4] - - - + + + + + +

[5] - + + + - - - + +

[6] - + - + - + + + +

[7] - - - + - - + + +

[8] - + - + - + + + +

[9] - - - + - - + + +

[10] - + + + - - - - -

[11] + - - - - + - - -

[12] + + + + - - + + +

[13] + + - + + - + + +

[14] - - - + + - + + +

Ret is vanzelfsprekend dat niet elke titel gebruikt kan worden voor elk onderdeel.

§9.Conclusies en aanbevelingen

Uit de relatiematrix in §8 mag geconc1udeerd worden dat voor alle onderdelen van het geplande project
zoals er nu tegenaan word gekeken titels zijn gevonden. Er zijn voor elke paragraaf uit de concept
inhoudsopgave van het afstudeerverslag minimaal vier relevante artikelen of boeken gevonden. Dat veel van
de titels bij de conc1usies van het project betrokken zullen worden is evident.

De opdracht van het literatuuronderzoek was tweeledig. Naar aanleiding van het eerste gedeelte, recente
artikelen die DIBL en punchthrough beschrijven in buried channel pmosfet's, mag het volgende worden
geconc1udeerd. Ret aantal papers specifiek over dit onderwerp, gevonden met de beschreven methoden, is
niet groot. Dit komt waarschijnlijk door de verregaande specifiering ervan. Bovendien mag geconcludeerd
worden dat onderzoek op dit gebied slechts in de laatste dric j~lren is gedaan.
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Wat betreft het tweede gedeelte, het zoeken van titels die het gedmg van BC-pMOSFET's beschrijven
wordt het volgende geconc1udeerd. In booken is vanwege het recente karakter van de ontwikkelingen op het
gebied van deze devices erg weinig te vinden, in mijn geval maar ~n. Artikelen in tijdschriften en dan
vooral IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices zijn talrijker maar nog steeds niet in overvloed aanwezig.

Voor verder onderzoek lijkt het zoeken naar boeken hierover minder nuttig en vooral het bovengenoemde
tijdschrift eeo aanrader om te blijven volgen. Andere mogelijke bronnen zijn de mpportlitemtuur, CNI1S
(cd/on line), proefschriften(bijv. dissertation abstracts) en een autonome zoekactie in de science citation
index.

Een voor de hand liggende conclusie is dat voor onderzoek met de INSPEC-bibliografie op dit gebied, door
het gebrek aan goode theasauruswoorden, alleen de CD-ROM-versie, met veel meer zookmogelijkheden,
geschikt is.

§10.Definitieve literatuurlijst

[1] Tsividis,Y.P.
OPERATION AND MODEUJNG OF TIlE MOS TRANSISTOR
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1987

[2] Skotnicki,T. and G.Merckel, T.Pedron
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF PUNCHTIIROUGH IN BURIED CHANNEL P
IEEE Trans.Electron Devices, V01.36(1989), p.690-705.

MOSFETS

[3] Tol, M.J. van der and S.G.Chamberlain
POTENTIAL AND ELECIRON DISTRIBUTION MODEL FOR THE BURIED CHANNEL
MOSFET
IEEE Trans.Electron Devices, V01.36(1989), p.670-89.

[4] Skotnicki, T. and G.Merckel, T.Pedron
ANOMALOUS PUNCHTHROUGH IN ULSI BURIED CHANNEL MOSFETS
IEEE Trans,Electron Devices, V01.36(1989), p.2548-56.

[5] Walker, A.J. and P.H.Woorlee
THE USE OF BORON DOPED POLYSILICON IN PMOS DEVICES
19th European Solid State Devices Research Conference, Berlin, 11-14 sep.,1989.
Ed(s):Heubergh,A. and H.Ryssel and P.Lange.
Springer, 1989, p.29-32.

[6] Chen, D. and Z.U
A NEW PUNCHTHROUGH MODEL FOR SHORT CHANNEL MOSFETS
J.Phys.IV,Colloq., V01.49(1988), Iss.C-4, p761-64.

[7] Hori, T. and K.Kurimoto
A NEW P-CHANNEL MOSFET WITH LARGE-'nLT-ANGLE IMPLANTED PUNCH

THROUGH STOPPER(LATIPS)
IEEE Electron Device Lett., V01.9(1990), Iss.12, p641-3.
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[8] Deen, M.J. and J.Wang
SUBSTRATE CURRENTS IN SHORT BURIED-CHANNEL PMOS DEVICES AT CRY 0 GE

NIC TEMPERATURES
Cryogenics, VoL30(1990), Iss.12, p1113-17.

[9] Troutman, R.R.
VLSI LIMITATIONS FROM DRAIN-INDUCED-llARRIER-LOWERING
IEEE Trans.Electron Devices, Vo1.26(1979), 461-9

[10] Tong, Q.-Y. and Xu, X.-L, Zhang, H.-Z.
A HIGH PERFORMANCE VLSI STRUcruRE-SOI/SDB COMPLEMENTARY BURIED

CH ANNEL MOS(CBCMOS) IC
20th European Solid State Device research Conference, Nottingham, 10-13 sep, 1990.
Ed(s): Eccleston, W. and P.l.Rosser.
Bristol: Adam Hilger, bristol, 1990, p.519-22.

[11] Skotnicki, T. and G.Merckel, T.Pedron
TIlE VOLTAGE-DOPING TRANSFORMATION: A NEW APPROACH TO THE MODEL
LING OF MOSFET SHORT-CHANNEL EFFECTS
IEEE Electron Device Lett., V01.9(1988), Iss.3, p.lO<J-12

[12] Hu, G.J. and R.H.Bruce
DESIGN TRADEOFFS BETWEEN SURFACE AND nURIED-CHANNEL PETS
IEEE Trans.Electron Devices, Vo1.32(1985), p.584-8.

[13] Klaassen,EM. and J.J.Bastiaens, W.Hes and M.sprokcl
SCAUNG OF COMPENSATED MOSl-"""'ETS TOWARDS SUBMICRON DIMENSIONS
International Electron Devices Meeting(Technical Digest)
San Francisco, December 9-12, 1984. No.30.
lEEE,1984.

[14] Deen, M.J. and Z.x.Yan
SUBSTRATE BIAS EFFECTS ON DRAIN-INDUCED-BARRIER-LOWERING IN SHORT
CHANNEL PMOS DEVICES
IEEE Trans.Electron Devices, Vo1.37(1990), p.1707-13.
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Appendix 2: Experimental Data

All data are obtained from measurements on Batch E24022•.35 m CMOS process. Parameters were varied
to investigate SCE; split in APT implant dose. 4, 6 and 8e12cm-2 and VI implant dose, 1.8 to
3.0e12cm-2

, leading to the following values of threshold voltages.

Table 1: Long channel threshold VOltage, experiment and simulation.

Apt Implant Dose (cm-2
) VI Implant Dose (cmo2

) VIM

As 300KeV B 20KeV Sim. Meas.

4e12 1.8el2 -1.04 -1.01

"
2.lel2 -.96 -.94

"
2.4e12 -.88 -.86

6el2 2.lel2 -1.06 -1.04

.. 2.4e12 -.98 -.96

"
2.7e12 -.91 -.90

8el2 2.4e12 -1.06 -1.05

"
2.7e12 -1.00 -.98

3.0e12 -.93 -.92

Graph 1 shows roll off behaviour as a function of
LDU drain extension implant dose. Despite of lower
junctions with lower implant no effect on SCE is
noticed, probably because all junction depths are high
or spacer too wide. Because of different sub-diffusion
under the gate roll off differs consideraby when poly
length is considered instead of effective length.

1.21.0

-.__a

J~,,-

a-a LDD-IMP.=IEI3.-. LDD-IMP.=lE1-~

+-+ LDD-IMP.=lE15

V.....= -3.~V

APT =6E12

Graph 1: Roll off, LDD bnplant dose

1.0

0.2

0.8

0.6

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

L, in J.I.IIl

>
I 0.4

AU devices in the APT and V, split have LDD of
lel3, so that the smallest effective gate length is
.45 m. This and the relative high threshold voltages
make differences in the roll off in the rest of the
batch small. Influence of APT and VI are not

pronounced and therefore excluded from this report. This is the only batch of buried channels available which
makes experimental verification of simulation sadly poor.
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Appendix 3: SUPREM3 Input Files 0.35 m and 0.25 m BC pMOST
Processes

These are the input files for the channel profile, but the LDD and SID implant steps have been included, made
into a oomment with the preceding $, to illustrate them. When making the LDD and SID input files used for
oonsecutive device simulation one should note the following. Omit the V,-implant in the LDD input file and the
LDD implant in the SID input file. Device simulators usually, when creating the 2-D profile, start off with the
channel profile on the entire device length, including source and drain, and then add the LDD and after that add
the SID. When omitting the mentioned implants acoounting for an implant twice is avoided. Another thing that
must not be forgotten is to etch the amorphous Silioon layer before depositing the gate poly, as the amorphous
layer is not doped in the simulation, opposed to the practical situation.

COMMENT CMOS 0.35 MICRON P-CHANNEL I3URIED CHANNEL PROCESS
INITIAUZE <100> SILICON PHOSPHORUS=5 RESISTIVITY TIllCKNESS=4.0
+ DX=o.ool XDX=O.O SPACES=850

COMMENT
DEPOSIT

COMMENT
IMPlANT

COMMENT
IMPlANT

COMMENT
IMPlANT

COMMENT
DIFFUSION

COMMENT
ETCH

COMMENT
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION

COMMENT
DEPOSIT

COMMENT
IMPLANT

DEPOSITION OF SACOX
OXIDE THICKNESS=0.025 DX=0.OOO5 SPACES=lO

N WELL DEFINITION
PHOSPHORUS NAME=PHOSPHORUS DOSE=5E12 ENERGY=450

CHANNEL STOPPER
PHOSPHORUS NAME=PHOSPHORUS DOSE=7E12 ENERGY=3oo

ANTI PUNCHTHROUGH IMPLANT
ARSENIC DOSE=4E12 NAME=ARSENIC ENERGY=3oo

DOPE STABILISATION (AN_8S0_A)
TEMPERAT=850 TIME=15 NITROGEN

ETSENSACOX
OXIDE ALL

GATE OXIDATION (DN_900lOCA)
TEMPERATURE=850 TIME=8 T.RATE=6.25
TEMPERATURE=9oo TIMB=5
TEMPERATURE=900 lHICKNESS=O.OIOO DRY02 PRESSURE=O.l HCL%=3
TEMPERATURE--900 TIME=l5
TEMPERATURE--900 TIME=8 T.RATE=-l2.50

DEPosmON AMORF SILICON
POLYSILI TEMPERATURE=620 THICKNESS=0.028 DX=0.005

VT IMPLANTATION
BORON DOSE=2.7E12 ENERGY=20
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COMMENT
ETCH

COMMENT
DEPOSIT

COMMENT
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
COMMENT
$IMPLANT

COMMENT
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION

ETCH

COMMENT
$IMPLANT

COMMENT
DIFFUSION

S1DP

ETCH AMORF SillCON BEFORE DEPOSITING DOPED POLYSIUCON
POLYSIllCON AIL

DEPOSITION OF POLYSILICON LAYER FOR VI CALCULATION
POLYSIll TEMPERATURE=620 THTCKNESS=O.3 DX=O.05 PHOSPHORUS=lE20

SIDEWALL OXIDATION (DO_900Cn, 20 MIN)
TEMPERATURE--900 TIME=5 DRY02 PRESSURE=O.l
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=20 nCL%=3 DRY02 PRESSURE=l.O
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=lO DRY02 PRESSURE=O.l
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=15
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=8.5 T.RATE=-6
LDD IMPLANTATION
BF2 DOSE=IE13 ENERGY=40

GETfER ANNEAL
TEMPERATURE=852 TIME=8 T.RATE=6
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=15 NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=8 T.RATE=-6

OXIDE ALL

SID IMPLANTATION
BF2 DOSE=2E15 ENERGY=40

DOPESTABILISATION (AN_850_A)
TEMPERAT=850 TIME=30 NITROGEN

COMMENT CMOS-O.25 MICRON P-CHANNEL nURIED CHANNEL PROCESS
INITIAllZE <100> SILICON PHOSPHORUS=12.5 RE..'ifSl1VITY ll-IICKNESS=4.0
+ DX=O.OOl XDX=O.O SPACES=850

COMMENT DEPOSITION OF SACOX
DEPOSIT OXIDE TIllCKNESS=O.015 DX=O.OOO5 SPACES=lO

COMMENT N WELL DEFINITION
IMPLANT PHOSPHORUS NAME=PHOSPHORUS DOSE=1E13 ENERGY=450

COMMENT CHANNEL STOPPER
IMPLANT PHOSPHORUS NAME=PHOSPHORUS DOSE=7E12 ENERGY=230

COMMENT ANTI PUNClITHROUGH IMPLANT
IMPLANT ARSENIC NAME=ARSENIC DOSE=8E12 ENERGY=300

COMMENT DOPE STABIllSATION (AN_8S0_A)
DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=850 TIME=15 NITROGEN
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COMMENT
EfCH

COMMENT
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION

COMMENT
DEPOSIT

COMMENT
IMPLANT

ETCH

COMMENT
DEPOSIT

COMMENT
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION

COMMENT
$IMPLANf

COMMENT
$DIFFUSION
$DIFFUSION
$DIFFUSION

ETCH

COMMENT
$IMPLANf

COMMENT
DIFFUSION

STOP

ETSEN SACOX
OXIDE ALL

GATE OXIDATION (DN_90010CA)
TEMPERATURE=850 TIME=8 T.RATE=6.25
lEMPERATURE=900 TIME=5
lEMPERATURE--900 THICKNESS=O.OO75 DRY02 PRESSURE=O.l HCL%=3
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=15
TEMPERATURE--900 TIME=8 T.RATE=-12.50

DEPOSmON AMORF SILICON
POLYSIU TEMPERATURE=620 TI-IICKNESS=O.028 DX=O.OO5

VI'IMPLANTATION
BF2 ENERGY=30 DOSE=4.25e12

POLYSILICON ALL

DEPOSITION OF GATE POLYSILICON
POLYSIU TEMPERATURE=620 TI-IICKNESS=O.3 DX=O.05 PHOSPHORUS=1E20

SIDEWALL OXIDATION (DO_900CB, 20 MIN)
lEMPERATURE=850 TIME=8 T.RATE=6.25
lEMPERATURE=900 TIME=5 DRY02 PRESSURE=O.l
lEMPERATURE=900 TIME=20 HCL%=3 DRY02 PRESSURE=1.0
lEMPERATURE=900 TIME=lO DRY02 PRESSURE=O.l
lEMPERATURE=900 11ME=15
lEMPERATURE=900 TIME=8.5 T.RATE=-6

LDD IMPLANTATION
BF2 NAME=UT.BF2 DOSE=7.5E12 ENI2RGY=20

GE1TER ANNEAL
lEMPERATURE=852 TIME=:8 T.RATE=6 POINT.DE DYN.CLUS
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=15 NITROGEN POINT.DE DYN.CLUS
TEMPERATURE=900 TIME=8 T.RATE=-6 POINT.DE DYN.CLUS

OXIDE ALL

SOURCE-DRAIN IMPLANTATION
BF2 DOSE=1.5E15 NAME=UT.BF2 ENERGY=20

DOPESTABIUSATION (AN_850_A)
TEMPERAT=850 TIME=30 NITROGEN POINT.DE DYN.CLUS
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Appendix 4: Graphs Minimization SCE 0.35 m BC Process

Graph I shows a simulation of the transverse channel
doping, potential and lateral current density profiles
in subthreshold conditions, VGS=VSB=OV. The .35 m
CMOS process was used without an APT-implant,
and the simulation is performed at lateral potential
maximum at Vos=-3.3V=VDO' The top of the current
density distribution is positioned just above channel
junction, the minimum in channel doping profile,
which is in arbitrary units. This distribution shows
that current particularly flows in the channel, not in
the bulk, note the logarithmic scale.

~
0.30 ~

0.25 is

0.20 I0.15
P-

0.10

0.05

0.00
0.25

- J,.

••••• I'OIDlW.
--

Graph 1: TrallSverse channel profile, position subthreshold
current

0.100 0.300

Graph 2 shows the channel impurity
profiles simulated to roughly determine
APT implantation depth. The solid line
represents channel profile without apt,
corresponding to the doping profile in
graph 1. Broken lines are possible
Arsenic anti punch-through implants of
dose 4eI2cm'2 , with implant energy
200, 250 and 300KeV.

0.400

Graph 2: TrallSverse channel profile, position APT
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Graph 3: I••V.., Apt enugy=200KeV

a-D APT=200_4

..,...,.=:-:----.---.----rl A-A APT=200_.5
+-+ APT=200_1
X-X APT=200_2
.-. APT=200_B
9-9 10pA/pm

-1.50 -0.75 0.00 0.75 1.50
-V.. in V

Graph 3 shows subthresbold
characteristics Id- Vgs' for different
doses of APT-implant for 200 implant
energy. Leakage current maximum
criterion is added, 10pN m in this
10 m wide device. Simulations were
performed at Vd.=-3.3V, W=1O m,
1...=0.35 m, and LDD dose is le13.
Source/drain junction depth Dj was
0.24 m, matched to SIMS
measurements by changing anneal time
in process simulation of drain profile.
VI is kept constant at --0.85V for
different APT doses by adjusting Vc
implant dose. Clearly an APT implant
dose of 4e12cm-2 is necessary to
suppress the subthreshold current
significantly beneath the limit. As
simulations underestimate SCE this
suppression should be notably below
the maximum limit.

Graph 4 shows similar characteristics
for an APT implant energy of
3OOKeV. Other device parameters and
bias conditions are the same as for
graph 3. This data demonstrates that
the lower limit for APT dose
sufficiently suppressing leakage current
is also 4e12cm-2 for this energy. It can
also be seen that another dOUbling of
the APT implant dose does not show a
significant improvement. ...:

.S
3

I-
~

Gra.ph 4: I.-V.., APT ellt'rgy =300KeV

a-a APT=300_1

A-A APT=300_4

+-+ APT=300_8

x-x 10pA/pm

-1.50 -0.75 0.00 0.75 1.50
-V in V..
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Graph 5: Ron oly, APT Energy=300
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Graph 5 shows roll off characteristics
corresponding to graph 4, for different
APT da>es at implant energy 300KeV.
Equal device parameters and bias
apply. The graph confirms that over an
APT dose of 4e12cm-2 SeE do not
improve notably. Because similar
notions go for the roll off curves for a
200KeV implant energy those curves
are omitted.
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Graph 6: Roll oly, APT Energy=200 or 300KeV
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x-x APT=300_8

Graph 6 contains a comparison of the
roll off curves at the two APT
energies. It is clear that at a dose of
4el2cm-2 both energies show the same
roll off behaviour.
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~
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Graph 7: Roll off, soune/draln l:onf1guration
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Graph 7 shows roll off characteristics for different source/drain configurations at optimurn APT 300_4. Here also
device parameters and bias of graph 3 applies. Sp. is short for spacer width. Included are LDD doses of 5e12cm'
2, lel3crn·2 and 5e13crn·2 at LF1T=O.6 and Sp.=O.15 rn. Also Sp.=O.25 rn and LF1T=O.3 both at LDD=le13.
Hardly any dependency on source/drain configuration is noticed. Subthreshold current shows a similar
dependency.
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Appendix 5: Junction Depth Graphs

Graph 1 shows threshold voltage roll
off as a function of source/drain
junction depth Dj , parameter is channel
junction depth Xi' Simulations
performed on 0.25 m Be pMOST, no
LDD, Lcrr=O.25 m, long channel V I is 
0.85V and Vds=-2.5V. The trend is
obviously downward with decreasing
Dj.

Graph 1: RoD orr versus DJ
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Graph 2: Subthreshold current vesus X;,
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Graph 2 shows subthreshold current,
lDO, at Vd.=-2.5V and Vgs=OV, as a
function of~, parameter is Dj • Device
design same as for graph 1. Trend is
obviously downward but now with Xj'
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Graph 3: Current drive versus DJ
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Graph 3 shows current driving capability, Io.MAX at Vd.:V",=-2.5V, as a function of Dj , parameter is Xj' Device
design same as for graphS 1 and 2. Trend shows relative independence of both junction depths down to 50nm
for Dj and lOnm for Xj'
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Appendix 6: Oxidation Enhanced Diffusion Graphs

Graph 1: Channel doping profile undu gate and at gate edge for BC pMOST
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Graph 1 shows TSUPREM4 simulations of the net channel doping profile at the middle of the gate and at the
gate edge, just after sidewall reoxidation. The 0.35 m BC pMOST design with minimized SCE was used. The
profile clearly shows the Boron depletion, because of OED and segregation into the regrown oxide. Notice the
Silicon consumption of the oxidation and the change in slope of the doping profile at the surface.

Graph 4: Doping prorde at middle of 5 m gate ,~lth and w/o OED
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Graph 4 shows TSUPREM4 simulations of net channel doping profiles at gate middle of a 5 m gatelength device
with and without OED. The influence of the sidewall oxidation clearly reaches this far under the gate. Notice
the Boron segregation from gate oxide to Silicon, profile in oxide is Boron, increasing the Boron concentration
under the gate. This is however not likely to happen in experiments.
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Graph 2: "'VI vs. Lp. with and w/o OED
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Graph 2 shows roll off/up
characteristics of the optimized 0.35 m
Be pMOST, simulated with
TSUPREM4, including and not
including reoxidation, at Vds=-3.3V.
Both HDD and LDD SID
configurations are presented. When
OED was omitted a similar diffusion
step was applied in non-oxidizing
conditions. Dj=O.24 m, by adjusting
source /drain implant energy, spacers
were 150 and 90nm for HDD and
LDD respectively. Care must be taken
in establishing the right width of these
spacers in this 2-D simulator.
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Graph 3: Subthreshold c:urrent vs. Lp• wit and without OED
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Graph 3 shows subthreshold current
versus effective channel length
including and not including OED,
again simulated with TSUPREM4.
Bias conditions are Vds=-3.3V and
Vgs=OV. Device design corresponds to
graph 2. In both graphs results of
MINIMOS simulations with profiles
constructed from I-D SUPREM3
profiles are included. From these
simulations no clear influence of OED
on subthreshold current can be
observed. The SUPREM3 simulations
correlate with the no OED, 2-D
simulations quite well.
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